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Introduction
Natural light is a fundamental element of architecture which has an important role and effect on
the atmosphere of spiritual spaces. Light and shadow can define the quality of space. With right
amount and quality and place in architectural space, the accentuate of space can change to create
different atmospheres and let people to percept various feelings like spirituality, composure, attention, contemplation, foster togetherness in prayer, solemnity and many other feelings which are
not the subject of this discussion1.
During the history the spiritual space like temples, churches, mosques were always a part of most
important monuments and represent the ideology, philosophy, identity, technology, power and
culture of civilizations. So that analyzing them seems important and fundamental in architectural
studies.
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What we know as the spiritual, related to what has been constructed during the history of human
being. The first Religions of human where Natural religions. In fact, it was a way to know the world
and the way to define the relation between human and the natural phenomena and powers. Nature worship system of religion based on the veneration of nature phenomena, for example, celestial objects such as the sun and moon and terrestrial objects such as water and fire. The sun has
been worshiped, and the earth was the symbol of mother and the relation of mother with sun as
the father was fundamental2.
To analyze spirituality in history we need to search for other words like sacredness which is the
body of this concept. Most cultures have some concept of sacredness. There are interesting parallels. The examples that follow are somewhat abstract, and are intended to show a general similarity
rather than a specific relationship. In general, many cultures have a strong belief in the relationship
between directionality and the sacred, a belief clearly tied into concepts of cosmogonies is, or or1 See: Stegers, Rudolf, Sacred Building-a design manual, Basel, 2008
2 See: Durant, Will, The Story of Civilization, 1 volume, trans. Aram, Ahmad, Tehran, 1986
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igins of the world3.
In ancient believes of many territories light essence, sun and fire were holy. They were a kind of life
source and way to see the world and awareness against darkness. The sun had various symbols like

dark. Mithraism temples, Pyramided and Ziggurat are main examples of sacred secret in which can
be seen in future of architecture and the other religions.

Lotus, Swastika, and Helianthus of sun flower and also had the relation with animals like Eagle, lion
and cow4. The cross which is the symbol of Christians and comes from Swastika somehow, is the
symbol of sun too. The main ancient civilizations like Mesopotamia, Greek, Egypt, India, Persia and
Roman Empire are the basis of human beliefs. The role of light in all these believes is important and
they are the base of the history of other religions.

Two main live and common religions, Christian and Islam have been defined the spiritual architectural spaces in last centuries in the world. They were popular and politically powerful and made
many spiritual space and monuments as churches and mosques. Spiritual spaces in these two religions have been changed during their history and had different architectural perspectives and
accentual because of different cultural contexts and historical and political matters.

In architecture of sacred and spiritual spaces frequently can see a belief that the sacred is to be
found in the heavens; so that vertical and directed spaces to the sky were closer to the heaven like
mountain and regarded as more sacred spaces.

Beginning with the background of Light in Abrahamic religions and believes and spiritual spaces
are the first step of this dissertation because they were more effective and universal believes in the
world in which are still popular and live.

This was true of Judaism in the pre-exilic period too, and also true of Confucianism, Hinduism,
and other Asian religions. «The Earth is Sacred Spaces and Sacred Places regarded as the Middle
Kingdom in Chinese thought—the intermediary between heaven, earth, and humans. Aboriginal
peoples around the world share, in general, the belief in vertical hierarchy of sacredness. Aboriginal peoples also believe in the power of certain elemental geometrical shapes, such as circles.
One of the most interesting shared conceptions of sacredness revolves around the idea of precinct
and threshold. We are not surprised to learn that this was one of the cornerstones of Judaism;
the Temple was a place where only a certain priestly caste could penetrate. Christians have also
shared this point of view. In this way of thinking, a given place was perhaps sacred by God’s having
communicated something to humans from here (e.g., Mt. Sinai), and it was preserved as sacred by
human agency»5.

The spiritual spaces where always kind of houses of God to connect physics to metaphysics phenomena. All are intended to embody a system of worship; as such they embody a power greater
than human. For this reason, «they can simultaneously be a seat of power (sometimes dangerous
power), and also a place of refuge and renewal. Many places of worship were built in places where
power was thought to reside, for example, the monastery of St. Catherine, at the foot of Mt. Sinai,
said to stand on very site where God appeared to humans in the Burning Bus»6.

3 See: Stegers, Rudolf, Sacred Building-a design manual, Basel, 2008
4 See: Cooper, Jean C, An illustrated encyclopedia of traditional symbols, trans. Karbasian, Malihe, Tehran, 2000
5 Geoffrey, Simmins, Sacred Spaces and Sacred Places, Saarbrücken, 2008, P.10
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The main concept of spirituality was considered as a secret in most believes and would be hiding in
dark and safe spaces. In Mesopotamia, Greece and Egypt, the main space of temple was close and

When we talk about light we have to pay attention to the darkness too. The absence of any phenomena cans emphasis the existence of it extremely. Light is more effective when appears between
darkness and darkness helps to get deep inside and have individual spiritual experience. So that a
deep relation between light and opposite of it, darkness in spiritual spaces is fundamental in spiritual architectural spaces. For example, «in Egyptian temples, the processional route led through a
6 Geoffrey, Simmins, Sacred Spaces and Sacred Places, Saarbrücken, 2008, P. xx
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hypo style hall growing ever darker before reaching the cult images, which were illuminated only
on certain days by the rising sun, appearing magnificently out of the darkness. Similarly, only a few

versal meaning and usage as code word to show humans effort find spirituality and transcendental
way of conciseness as the subjective knower9. Paying attention to ontological point and using es-

small windows puncture the mighty walls of Romanesque domes, sending rays of light through the
darkness that were thought to come from God directly» 7. It’s the same story about darkness or few
entrance of light in some of the main Indian, Roman, Mesopotamian and Greek temples8. Recent
spirituality in the contemporary world has been still affected by Abrahamic religions. The concept
of spirituality is really common today, but this word can be used in different meanings and areas. It
is not easy to refer to Spirituality or the Spiritual because it seems to be a concept in conflict with
the matter and physical world. Some sources prefer to use spirituality instead of religion because is
less common and more general which include all believes and is the heart of every religion. It is the
essence and main goal and target of all religions and theosophies. But there is a protest through
contemporary logical mentalities and new philosophical approach and on the other hand scientific,
information and technological revolution against traditional perceptions of spirituality. It is more
ontological and focused on the truth instead of reality in which was the matter of religions and
myths. So as the main questions of the reality of world and physical rules has been answered by
science, what has been still what has been still attended by human is more metaphysical and can
say more close to the reality of the Spirituality. What can be seen in contemporary spiritual spaces
is that still most of them have the name of church and mosque. The focused of the architect is more
on the individual perception than narration of stories like before. It seems that human need a pure
spiritual space which gives the possibility to experience the Spiritual. Even who does not believe
in any God, feel the need of such feeling in which can be even somewhere else without a specific
name such church or mosque.

sential elements like light in contemporary spiritual architecture can help to achieve the aim of an
inter-faith and universal spiritual atmosphere and create the possibility to live this experience and
answer to the need of this deep feeling of human being.

Today the widespread attention to the spirituality is with emphasis on the human mind as subject
and knower. There was no exact word of spirituality in religions, this word came from Christian but
its concept is inter-faith. The new definition of spirituality doesn’t refer to any religion. It has a uni7 Ibid
8 See: appendix chapter 1, I
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To start talking about religions as the introduction of our discussion about spirituality, Abrahamic
religions as three main live religions and common in the contemporary world will be studied. Abraham’s generation is people who are monotheistic and believe in unique God. Abraham had two
sons and two wives in different places of Arabian Peninsula. They settled near Jerusalem and Mecca and became great nations as Abraham promised. These are Jews, Christians and Muslims now10.
«The three Divine Abrahamic faiths, Judaism, Christianity and Islam, revealed to the prophets of
God, are divine religions that shape outlook of life, people’s perception, culture and civilization and
enhance the relationship between God-man-universe»11.
In all Abrahamic religions the main core of believes are on God which is creator and sustainer of
the world. Abrahamic religions are theistic and believe on unique absolute and perfect God. This
unity and perfection is the divine transcendence of universe and is out of world time rules. Timeless
eternity is part of God’s perfection and absoluteness of it12.

9 See: Hillens, John Russel, The new penguin: Handbook of living religions, 1998, trans. Govahi, Abdolrahim, Tehran, 2006
10 See: Stephen M. Wylen, Settings of silver: an introduction to Judaism, Mahwah, New Jersey, 1989
11 Yousuf Ali, M.D, The Three Abrahamic Faiths and Their Roles in Making Peace, Unity and CoExistence, World Journal of Islamic History and Civilization, 1 (3): 187-200, 2011
12 See: https://www.britannica.com/topic/philosophy-of-religion#ref1024926
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1-1 Light as the expression of believe in some Jewish Sacred Space

Introduction
Jews have a clear definition of sacred. Cohn in his book The Shape of Sacred Space argues that Jews
were influenced by their geographical self-identification as the mountain people13.
«Do not come near, says God to Moses; put off your shoes from your feet, for the place on which
you are standing in holy ground»14 and there was the fire on the herbs which herbs had not burned
and God was calling Moses from fire side15. The other point of spirituality or sacredness of light is
clear (description is found in Lev. 21:6) ‘Because they [priests] present the offerings made to the
Lord by fire, the food of their God, they are to be holy’16.

First chapter
Natural Light in spiritual spaces

So the Fire was holy in Jewish spirituality and history. «Jewish monotheism has had both universalistic and particularistic features. Along universal lines, it has affirmed a God who created and rules
the entire world and who at the end of history will redeem all Israel (the classical name for the
Jewish people), all humankind, and indeed the whole world»17.

1-1-1 Holy tent or Tabernacle as the first sacred space of Jewish
Holy tent is a holy house and status of dialogue with God. This model by the God to Moses and it
has been a place for spiritual transcendence. The tent was completely covered and dark and the
unique light was on the specific point in order to illuminate the holy Ten Commandments18.
13
14

See: Cohn, Robert, The Shape of Sacred Space: Four Biblical Studies, Chicago, 1981
Geoffrey, Simmins, Sacred Spaces and Sacred Places, Saarbrücken, 2008. P. 7
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See: Avesta, (Zoroastrian holy book) trans. Pour Davoud, Ebrahim,1970, Tehran
Geoffrey, Simmins, Sacred Spaces and Sacred Places, Saarbrücken, 2008, P. 28
https://www.britannica.com/topic/philosophy-of-religion#ref1024926
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See: Cohn, Robert, The Shape of Sacred Space: Four Biblical Studies, Chicago, 1981
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The sacred buildings include a space for holding scrolls,
and the sacred house for Torah. The space for holding
scroll has doors and curtains and an eternal lamp to be
hung19. God did describe particular direction and model
and frame and how to frame the tabernacle, in the sacred
space: «The holy table was to stand not in the holy of holies, (nothing was in that but the ark with its appurtenances) but in the outer part of the tabernacle, called the sanctuary or holy place. This table was to be always furnished
with the Shew-bread, or bread of faces, twelve loaves, and
one for each tribe, set in two rows, six in a row. As the
ark signified God’s being present with them, so the twelve
loaves signified their being presented to God»20.
In tabernacle the first room was the lampstand called the
Holy Place. Behind the second curtain was a room called
the Most Holy place. It housed the Ark of the Covenant
and functioned as a religious focal point in ancient Judaism
for the worship of YHWH21 The Shekinah22 of Yahweh, «the
God of Israel, was originally the portable shrine called the
Ark of the Covenant, which was placed in the Tabernacle
tent»23. (Figure 1)

19
20
21
22
23
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Ibid
Exodus 25:23
Yahweh: God
Shekinah: dwelling place
http://www.gods-word-first.org/bible
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1-1-2 Candlestick as the holy light
Candlestick as the holy light which place at the inside of
Jewish sacred or spiritual spaces along with the stars of David. There is a clear definition about the role of sun light
and the light of fire as Candlestick in Jewish ideology. The
world is still dark and the light of the candle is the light of
law and after all prophets are branches from the lamp24.
«Candlestick had many branches drawn from the main
shaft, which had not only bowls to put the oil and the kindled wick in for necessity, but knops made in the form of
a pomegranate and flowers for ornament. The tabernacle
had no windows, all its light was candle-light, which notes
the comparative darkness of that dispensation, while the
sun of righteousness was not as yet raised, nor had the
day - star from on high visited his temple. Yet God left not
himself without witness, nor them without instruction; the
commandment was a lamp, and the law a light, and the
prophets were branches from that lamp, which gave light
in their several ages. The temple is still dark, as the tabernacle was, in comparison with what it will be in heaven: but
the word of God is the candlestick, a light burning in a dark
place»25. (Figure 2)

24

See: http://www.aish.com/

25

Exodus 25:31
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1-1-3 Light in the Temples and Synagogues

As the first synagogue has been destroyed, the only source
of information on this synagogue is the Hebrew Bible30.

Synagogue is holy place of Judaism to the worship of God. A
high podium with seats for Rabbi (Jewish priests). Traditionally, the platform should be at the center of the synagogue26.
The holiest site in Judaism call Temple Mount which is
the place where God’s divine manifested there. They believe that God created the first human, Adam. This site is
holy for Judaism, Christianity and Islam which are Abrahamic religions.

During the construction of the temple there were an inner
space named the Holy of Holiest which was the house of
Ark of Covenant31. Finally they hold Ark of Covenant inside
of a Tablet of stone. To describe the situation of light in
the space we can refer to the Bible which once says: «Far
too much air hung between my feet and the floor to jump
through the window. Flattening myself on the sill like a
mouse in a crack, I inched my head over the inner edge
and crouched there to see what I could see. Many men
and women sat on stone steps around the sides of a large
room, and directly below my window I could just glimpse
ben Adam’s head where he stood speaking»32.

According to Bible both first great Judaism Temples as synagogue have where in this holy site27.
There is identification of the space for the worship in Bible that the space should function as the center of all
national life and religious center and also for political
matter of the Judaism government28. The first temple
was built by the son of King David, Solomon in 957 BCE
and has been destroyed in 586 BCE. Almost instantly
after Muslim conquest of Jerusalem in 7th century Jews
granted to access to the holy site again and the site were
considered as holy area for Muslims too29. (Figure 3)
26
See: Dehghan, Farid, Architecture of religious places,
Figure1, Tabernacle or holy ten
(Memarie makan haye mazhabi) Tehran, 2010
27
Reference is archaeological evidence only founded the Second Temple.
28
See: Achtemeier, Paul J.; Boraas, Roger S., The HarperCollins
Bible Dictionary, San Francisco, 1996
29
they believe that this is the location which Muhammad ascent to heaven (Quran 2:4, 34:13-14)
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Figure 2, Menorah, The nine-branched
candlestick

So the amount of light inside the space was less than
darkness and as the space was the place to keep and hide
the secrete of the transcendence and as the Ark of the
Covenant. The main idea of darkness and secrete transcendence was following ancient idea of mystery such
ziggurat Egypt temples. Also the importance of fire as the
symbol of the presence of God and existence of the ninebranched candlestick in synagogue was a reason to avoid
illuminating the spiritual space. Natural light had to be
30
Dever, William G. Did God Have a Wife?: Archaeology and Folk
Religion in Ancient Israel. Wm B. Eerdmans. pp. July 23, 2008 96–97
31
1 Kings 6:19
32
C. L, Francisco, The Gospel According to Yeshua’s Cat, 2013,
PhD, Chap. 6
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diffuse and slight and controlled. The natural light had
no significant as the spiritual symbol of transcendence

This is one of the earliest synagogues which were inside the
city walls. «It was built of dressed stone with pillared aisles.

and darkness of the space let the light of candles to be
appeared.

Measuring 22 by 17 meters, its main hall was surrounded by
a Doric colonnade, its corner columns were heart-shaped,
and it was entered by twin doors at the south west. A ritual bath was unearthed next to it»36. As can be recognized,
there are the same way of using small top windows and
generally the space is not too much illuminated. So worshiper could experience the transcendence and spirituality
in this quite lightless space. (Figure 5)

Temple Elephantine has been built on Elephantine Island.
This temple existed for hundreds of years. Jews were immigrated to Elephantine. They had no security issues and
immediately started building their temples which were
simple like Tabernacle of Moses and to build the temple
they needed perimeter wall and few interior walls to define the space. «The temple stood at Elephantine at the
time of the Persian ruler33 Cambyses conquered Egypt in
525 BC. With the universal decree of the decree of Cyrus
in 536 BC to allow freedom of all religions, it is possible the
YHWH temple at Elephantine was started after 536 BC»34.
There were high walls around the main temple. This space
had slight light as we can see in the design. So as has been
explained the transcendence of the temple has relation
with mystery and darkness. (Figure 4)
The Gamla Synagogue was built with red tiled roof. The
building has built by basalt blocks. All walls windows and
door have made of this material35.
33 This temple has been destroyed once and ‘there are letters to the
Jerusalem temple and Persian authorities contemporary with Nehemiah. The Jews received permission to rebuild the temple with caveat
that only offer cereal offerings not animal sacrifice was to be performed
34 http://www.bible.ca
35
See: Syon, Danny. Gamla, The Archaeological Evidence of the
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Although architecture and art of Judaism was unique and
interesting, because they were always emigrating during
the history, it is not such a defined style for their architecture after ancient time37. On the other hand, the light they
were used in spiritual spaces was slight and had not main
role in identify the space.
Synagogue Church is a small Christian church in the Nazareth, hometown of Jesus Christ. It’s known by this name
because church is built on the ruins of the ancient Nazareth synagogue where Jesus in his lifetime where studied
Figure 3, Temple of King Solomon

Revolt at Gamla, Israel Antiquities Authority.Retrieved 2010
36
Weiss, Zeev, Jewish Galilee in the First Century C.E.: An Archaeological View, in Schwartz, Daniel R., Flavius Josephus, Vita: Introduction, Hebrew Translation, and Commentary (in Hebrew), Jerusalem,
pp. 15–60
37

See: appendix chapter 1, III
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and prayed38. «Jesus spent much time in synagogue»39.
The name of Synagogue has been written above of its

comfortable and light has no other role like focusing on a
point or creating a dramatic atmosphere. (Figure 7)

doorway.
The structure is now a church controlling with Greek Catholics. Its floor is 1.5 meters underground40. The original
Bible was still there, including the bench where Jesus used
to sit 41.

1-2 Light as the expression of believe in some Christian
churches
Introduction

From what is exist now, although the site is underground,
there is now window and the light is entering from two
doors. There is no direction for the worship and benches
are along the walls and toward the center of the space.
This sacred space is one of the most holy lands and spaces
for Christians as Jesus hometown. (Figure 6)
Recently, famous architect Luis Kahn who works in a
magic way with light in his architectural design, has designed a synagogue which the role of light in characterize
it is not fundamental. But it’s far from the main tradition of ancient temples and synagogues which had darker spaces to focus on the transcendence and try to use
holy candles and fire light. It has not built but in etudes
can see a diffused light to make the space illuminate and
38

See: http://www.christianholyland.com/

39
Matt. 4:23
40
See: http://www.christianholyland.com/
41
C. MILANI, Itinerarium Antonini Placentini, Un viaje a Tierra
Santa del 560-570 d.C., Milan, 1977, p. 238
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Light has had the key mediator role of God and world in
Christian believes. It has been also the symbol of divinity
and the symbol of Jesus Christ in the world as after resurrection, Jesus Christ stated I am the light of the world. One
of the most important appearance of Christ as a symbol
of light is in the center of many Byzantine domes from
the ninth century. His depiction usually with radiance of
light as Pantocrator42 is in a place which in other domes
sometimes light enters or the symbol of sun is painted43.

Figure 4, Jewish Temple at Elephantine. Reconstruction by Stephen
Rosenberg, 536-410 BC

Figure 5, Gamla Synagogue Plan, 67 AD

Such emergence of light has become a spiritual phenomenon, while the history of its existentialism depicts the
powerful architecture of Rome, particularly in the basilica design, in which this topic is better clarified and the
42
See: Jane Timkin Matthews, The Pantocrator: Title and Image,
PhD. thesis, Fine Arts, New York University, 1976
43
The concept of Pantocrator derives from ancient idea of
Cosmocrator-Zeus and Persia with the concept of king of universe.
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status of light has found more prominent status in the
post-Christ architecture, in which indeed the different

depicted in these churches, in which they are primarily
startling. The architects imply the symbolic viewpoint

ages have relied on the quality of light in different approaches.

as their main objective, in fact, it is the center of the
hierarchy of the philosophical teachings and the other
details relate to construct this objective and the appearance attributes, e.g. space, light, line and geometry, and
heavenly space of building. «In Byzantine life, Christian
faith was taken as the focal point as a shared identity and
church was considered the space to celebrate this divinity as heaven on earth»45.

God is the creator of light, and all believers in God are
out of the darkness into His marvelous light. In follow up
this main ideology, Light was related to the presence and
appearance of God in the revelation to Saint John and radiance of the Jerusalem as a holy city is attributed to the
grandeur of God as illuminating of the city. This theology
of light is the foundation of lighting design for churches44. The church is the illustrative symbol of Jerusalem,
which is a heavenly city as Saint John mentions it in Gospel and Saint Augustine mentions it in City of God as the
final destination of the forgiven people. Saint Augustine
defined two levels for the life world as earth city and
heaven city. The second one which is the church should
control the first one and it considers as a part of another
world. The church building is considered as the House of
God on earth and the light of this holy and divinely space
would express the essence of the divinity and spirituality
and represent a sight of the other world.

According to Humphrey and Vitebsky46, the cross design
in plan of church the basic cross design of the church establishes mature symbolism with movement from west
to east as proceed from less bright as less sacred to the
heavenly sacred bright space. In hours of sunrise and sunset light sun is low in the sky and modification of the light
pattern in the space is quicker47. The movement of radiance of light during the day and liturgy has been important point to define the axes of the plan. The second axis
which is vertical, guide the light toward the images which
are the symbol of deity and representing God48. So light is
an orientation factor in these spaces.

The inspirational heavenly and extensive quality is
44
2008

28

See: Stegers, Rudolf, Sacred Building-a design manual, Basel,

Figure 6, Synagogue Church, Nazareth

Figure 7, Mikhev Israel
Synogogue, Luis Kahn

45
Jaeger, Werner, Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture, ???,
1987, P. 43
46
Humphrey, Caroline, Vitebsky, Piers Sacred Architecture,
Brownstown, MI, U.S.A, 1997
47
See: Ibid. Humphrey, Caroline
48
See: Potamianos, J, Light Byzantine Church, (φως στη
βυζαντινή Εκκλησία), University Studio Press, Thessaloniki. 2000
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In general, the cross is symbol of Jesus and at the same
time for direction of the world domed Byzantine churches, is the main center of it and symbol of heaven’s light
on the earth.
The history of Christian architecture adopted the powerful architecture of Rome like the basilica design. There is
also effect of Mithraism in the concept of light as magic
and holy phenomena49. this topic is better clarified the
status of light as an important fundamental element as
more prominent status in the post-Christ architecture and
in fact in the different ages have relied on the quantity
and quality of light in different approaches. The ultimate
objective of the Christian era has been the determination of the spiritual environment, as such contemplation
attempts to avoid any incantation in the buildings by
means of a particular behavior of the surfaces, in which a
sort of lightning has been established.

1-2-1 Basilica plan churches and light
The plan of Basilica has adopted for the basic design of
Christian Church. It was rectangular form as hall which
divided by columns. The main structure of the church has
been defined by a middle main Nave which intercept to
49
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the short transept. The light enters from the window of
sanctuary from the east. (Figure 8)
Light have been used in order to motivate worshipers go
toward from the entrance to the altar in the nave hall.
The transition starts from outside to the less illuminate
entrance. Light level decrease from first space of entrance
toward luminance space of under dome in which appearance of brightness leads worshipers to proceed. The level
of the light of the domed Byzantine church is more than
basilicas nave by bright under dome spaces in which is
more impressive.
In the churches, the other main illuminating sources were
windows on the sidewalls. The point is that in Byzantine
architecture of the churches, the eye level windows are
usually covered with screening materials or perforated elements in which effect on the visual interaction and direct
relation between inside and outside. This minimization
impresses the perception of being in the other level of
space and a part of divinity of another world and loosing
relation with the city and normal life.
According to Potamianos50 there are three major phenomena in the churches and their interior spaces. The first one
constitute of light which fall through altar in to the space
in the morning. This light expresses the moment of ded50

See: Ibid. Potamianos, J.
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church and the regular churches are full of dramatic and
glowing colorful lights52.

ication to God. The second one is the light on the top
of the central dome which appears shining through the
paintings and images of the Jesus Christ. While the first
light of the altar is shining in the morning, these phenomena let light enter during the day and all windows
around help to highlight the top of it. The third one is
light entering from the domes windows which constantly
changes patterns of the interior space of the church. The
light turns and changes position during the day and this
is a kind of sundial where shows the time of the day and
highlight paintings and mosaics. Most of paintings are set
in a way to be lit throughout the seasons of the year in
different lights position.
In gothic architecture, at first light has the role of structure and decoration. When the grooved arches are more
designed, the sharp arches, lean arches, and the more
complexity of gothic style, so that the architects have
found the opportunity to form the higher and illuminated sections in their structures. They have made efforts
to achieve these objectives according to the religious
rites, in which light has been very significant. Suger51 has
proposed a theory based on nature and entity of light
and called it as the continuous environments, which
directly increases transparency and the number of the
present apertures in the building and the colorful glasses
are used frequently. As a result, the European cathedral
51
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Suger, (1081-1151)

In the Middle Age there are two different way of the use
of light in the Christian church. In France, Bernard de Clair
Vaux and the Abbot Suger express two different opinions.
We have the letters exchanged between them. We can resume their different opinions. The first one defends the
principle of a poor Church. The architecture of spiritual
building will be without colors, gold and precious stones.
Only the light, a pure light, can address the believers towards God. The second one claims that precious ornaments
exalt the house of God and glorify his name. In addition,
the spiritual buildings, in the opinion of Suger, have to be
rich of precious colors and the colored light to create an impressive atmosphere help the course of believers towards
God (Figures 9-10).

Figure 8, Basilica of Sant’Andrea della
valle, Rome

One of the important innovations is the light transformation from material light to the spiritual light. In other
words, in practice, the gothic churches have overcome the
materialism by means of lightning. The light transformation from material light to the spiritual light is realized by
the invention of the Rose windows. These windows are
made in circular form and some important factor is the
colorful glasses.
52
See: Major, Mark, The Art of Light and Architecture, Trans. Hosseini, Farshid, Tehran, 2011
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Whereas they are located on the west wall of the church
and/or sometimes on the two handles of the church, on
which it is the symbol of resurrection. The middle light
is the symbol of Christ, which is focused and the other
lights are the symbols of prophets, apostles, and angles.
There is no other age, in which glass could be so well
and magnificently painted. The trend toward symbolism
and exemplification is another concept, which has close
relationship with light and colorful glasses, particularly
the red rose windows in architecture during these years.

1-2-2 Central plan church and light
The central plan churches are another type of churches with special natural light design. According Dante
Alighieri (1265–1321) the nature of the universe which
stilled the center and moved all the rest around hence
doth begin as from its starting point and this heaven
hath no other where than the Divine mind54

Since the walls are completely consistent with light and
the glowing valuable stones, e.g. walls of sacred Jerusalem. Due to the gothic glass windows, the sight is absolutely visible53.

This kind of architecture centralizes and focuses on interior rounded space and movements and is no orientated
space like Basilica. Expansion and centrality with amount
of light of this space effects on its design; the main design with bright and illuminated space increase interpretation of space as a larger space55.

Rose window ‘In Gothic cathedrals and churches, where
a rose is often found above the West Door, one of the
common subjects of the stained glass that it contains is
the Last Judgment, which by a long tradition is depicted
either in mural or glass on the western wall of the building. Other windows have geometrical forms with colorful
glasses. The light of this window or even Christ with light
around him are the main point of this kind of windows.
(Figure 11)

53
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See: Ibid. Major, Mark

This uniformed arrangement around the central bright
hall with huge windows around the dome, improve the
quality of light of this space56. The light of this space is
heavenly and perfect light. The altar was unique direction
of this space which situated at the east and was glowing from upper level of windows and mad it more bright

Figure 9, Basilique Saint-Denis

Figure 10, Abbaye de Fontenay

54

See: Dante, Divina Commedia, Paradiso.

55

See: Shulz,. Christian, Meaning in Western architecture, 1996

56

See: Gardner, Helen, Art Through the Ages, San Diego, 1991
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and qualified and the point of attention. It is one of the
brightest parts of the space.

It was a big project of Justinian in sixth century and named
Church of Holy Wisdom. Light was an essential aesthetic
feature of this church. The great innovation of this building was in interior space of it which let the light to enter
and be experienced in commodious space with height of
its dome.

«The main aim of church designers was disappearing

quantities such as materials, shadows, size, scale
and texture»57. All materials and forms level collaborate
with light in order to create a unique, timeless and placeless space as heavenly level of the being in spiritual experience.

Aya Sophia58 greatly influenced the development of Byzantine architecture. The height dome was standing upon
the interior circle with the effect of light it seems to be
suspended from the sky as heaven. 40 Entrance of light
has been designed strategically located at the base of the
dome of the church. Light falls from windows surrounding
the cupola and transpire and pervade in the space and
protract in the interior space of the church and extend
it with its effect. So the space seems more spacious. This
effect and dramatic effect of light help to unravel the effect of strong structure of the church with solidity of the
materials of walls.

Although the basilica plan was succeeding to be more
popular in Christian architecture of church, there are
many wonderful central plan churches in the history of
Christian architecture.
Santa Costanza, 4th-century church in Rome is one of the
most famous spiritual spaces of this kind. (Figure 12)

In the Paradiso, Dante’s soaring journey up through the
nine heavenly circles leads to his ultimate vision of beauty
and light: the Empyrean heaven. At this highest point of
transcendence the poet finally apprehends the mysteries

57
Zevi, bruno, Storia e controstoria dell’architettura in Italia,
1997, P. 69
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Figure 11, Rose Window,
Marsh chapel, Boston

58
Aya Sophia, 537-1453 was Cathedral and church, from 14511931 was a mosque and 1935 till now is a museum Aya Sophia, 537-1453
was Cathedral and church, from 1451-1931 was a mosque and 1935 till
now is a museum
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of time and space. In this still center all space is here and
all time is now. In the mystical language of architecture

ties between Christians and Islamic believes about light as
the transcendence and spiritual phenomena.

this heavenly sphere is symbolized by the dome, and the
point of infinity beyond by the oculus the void ringed by
the central aperture of the dome. Though Dante’s vision
of heaven is medieval, its circular imagery is a timeless
metaphor for the marriage of geometry and the sacred
in the form of the dome. Since its beginnings the dome
has been used for religious purposes, becoming architecture’s universal expression of heaven59. (Figure 13)

1-3 Light as the expression of believe in some Islamic
mosques
Light in the Islamic Architecture is emphasized as the principle of emergence and it constructs a dynamic quality
into the Islamic Architecture.

Light was referring to the first name of the church, holy
wisdom and was equated with wisdom. Light in a symbolic way guides worshiper with its brightness toward
redemption and conciseness and make them free from
the darkness of ineptitude and ignorance.

1-3-1 Light in Islamic believes
The light was the symbol of existence of God in all the
world in Islam’s believes. This light is spirituality which
brings everything out of darkness of absence and privation to the Being and makes them visible60. Light defines
the character of space and revitalizes it. In fact, light is
rather in the Islamic Architecture the revitalizing element
than some lightning element. The key factor of the positive reflection of light in Islamic architecture includes the
Quran fundamentals, e.g. «God is the light of heavens
(skyes) and earth»61. A symbolic description of the perception of sacredness is the desert as a place which is empty

In 1453 Turks have captured Aya Sophia and it transformed from a church into a mosque. It was the great
center of christianism and became one of the main centers of Islamic culture. As a Byzantine architecture it had
merged with Islamic decoration and Christian iconography had been removed and replaced by calligraphies.
The symbols and heavenly light of this space was acceptable in Islamic believes and culture because of similari59
See: Stephenson, David, Visions of Heaven, The Dome in European Architecture, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 2005
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Figure 12, Santa Costanza, 4th-century church in
Rome

60
See: Burckhardt, Titus, Art of Islam, Language and Meaning,
Trans. Rajab Nia, Masoud, Tehran, 2009
61
Qur’an 24:35
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but full of sacred feeling of presence of God. Burckhardt
believes that Islamic architecture and art must be imper-

There are different styles of mosques effected by other
architectural cultures during the history of Islam, but re-

sonal like starry sky62. That’s why there is no sensation
of hanging heaven of descending from above because
there is no tension between heaven and earth in Islamic
believes and God exists everywhere in every time63. According to Burckhardt although unity is an outstanding
and concrete concept, can be presented in human mind
as an abstract imageless idea. This abstraction was a basic of Semitic mentality and has been matured in Islamic
architecture and arts. Unity is the principle of distinction
by its own essential unity that every being is inherently
specified from all others64. Unity reflects most directly
the transcendence of the Supreme Unity, its Non-Alterity
and its absolute Solitude. According to the fundamental
formula of Islam: «There is no divinity other than God’ (la
ilaha illalah)65, it is through the distinction of the different
planes of reality that everything is gathered together beneath the infinite vault of the Supreme Unity: once one
has recognized the finite for what it is one can no longer
consider it alongside of the Infinite, and for that very reason the finite reintegrates itself with the Infinite»66.

gard to Islamic ideology the light of mosque would not be
used in order to focuses of any point or a guide to motivate worshipers go toward like basilica plan churches.
Light in the interior space is the presence of God in an
indirect way which the source is usually invisible but it
exists everywhere and illuminates all the space. All elements in the space like form, material, and composition
are collaborating to express this unity through interaction
with light. In the mosque illumination should be adequate
because worshiper can pray every in any corner of the
space and all the space have the same value. The colors of
rug and carpets are representing similar abstract heavenly
unique geometry on the surface. When prayers touch the
floor with their forehead, without looking for the colors
and lights on the walls or roofs, they touch the earthly
heaven in the culminating point of modesty in their pray.
In the carpet less parts of mosques, the reflection of lights
and geometrical forms through surface, lead to create a
visual illusion of protraction of a unique space. Burckhardt
believes the mirror effect of surface abolishes the contrast
of depth and height to create a space without particular
tendency with a homogeneous unity67. It is a kind of expression of infinity through the interaction between light
and material.

62

See: Mirsky,. J, House of God, London, 1963

63

See: Cornell, Vincent J. Voices of Islam, London, 2007

64
65

Ibid
(There is no God except unique God)

66

Ibid. Cornell, Vincent J. P.6

Figure 13, Aya Sophia, Dome,
Istanbul

67

Ibid
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Generally, the space of the mosque as spiritual and sacred space expresses unity through light and its interac-

is the sanctuary around the Kaaba72. The worshiper cannot
enter to the Kaaba, and they turn and pray outside of it.

tion with material and forms. The light is the God who is
exist everywhere. There is no symbol like Light, near to
the meaning of plurality and unity in Islamic architecture.

Wherever in the world Muslim prayers should pray toward
the direction of Kaaba. They pray and turn around it from
west to east. This movement is a symbolic performance
like cosmic movement. The house of God which keeps the
secret of his sacredness is considered as the center of the
world. (Figure 14)

1-3-2 Light in first Islamic mosques
Kaaba in Mecca is the most important spiritual space of
Islam Architecture68. It is a minimal and simple cube without any light entrance like many other temples in order to
keep the secret of spirituality69.
It has been built before Islam by Ibrahim himself. Regard
to Islamic believes, this temple was built first human being
as Adam and his wife Eve. It was rebuilt many years later
by Abraham and his son Ishmael70. This building is considered as the House of God and has a similar role to the Tabernacle and Holy of Holies in Judaism71. Sacred Mosque

68
Kaaba means cube in Arabic language which is minimal
name like the architecture of this space
69
It refers to the story of secrete and hide sacred in dark and
close space in Greek, Jewish, Egypt and Mithraism architecture
70
Quran 22:26–29
71
See: Al-Azraqi. Akhbar Mecca: History of Mecca, Mecca ,
2003
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First mosques of Islamic architecture were simple and light
had not an important role in their design. During the story of Islamic architecture the role of light has developed
through intercultural effects and getting deep to the Islamic
theoretical bases and ideologies. One of the most important mosques in Islamic world is Prophet’s Masque. The
first Islamic mosques were modeled on Prophet’s Mosque
which is the place of worship of the Prophet Muhammad.
Mosque was an open-air building, built by Prophet Muhammad himself in 622 in Medina. This mosque was simple and
near to his house. Muhammad answered to the request of
development of the mosque and decorate it that I will follow what my brother Moses did to be simple and poor73.
The mosque served as a community center, a court, and a
religious school. Subsequent Islamic rulers greatly expand-

72

Al-Masjid al-Haram

73
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ed and decorated it in 190974. (Figure 15) This mosque
has been changes many times during the time but by the

The core form of the Qubbat as-Sakhra which is rotunda
with central plan was not Islamic and was foreign, attempt-

way, finally it has been remained roofed space with Mihrab and Minbar. Green dome has been added of the site
in the south-east corner. It is in the location of house of
wife of prophet and became tomb of Muhammad prophet
after his death. First cupola was wooden and was built in
1279. Current dome was built by Ottoman sultan Mahmud
in 1818 and later was painted in green and called Green
Dome75. The dome has not aperture and there is no light
from the top. (Figure 16)

ed to competitor the many Christian domes of its period78.

Central plan with windows around the dome is helping
to create equilibrium and unity in the space. Here the
main space is not bright and too illuminated because of
the size of windows around the dome. There are also windows on the walls of the building which are helping the
space to be more illuminated. There are other entrances of light which are doors. Light sharply and directly enters from the doors and make the space more illuminate.
So the amount of light of dome is less that floor level. It
seems that the sacredness is not falling from the heaven and the other world. The earth is sacred and the holy
stone of this territory is sacred and transcendence. This
is a kind lighting implies less heavy space and maybe suspended. Somehow the space doesn’t seem heavy at all.
The light of this building is diffused and has not dramatic
effect or directional role in the space. Light is not making
sharp shadows and not focusing on any part of space and
also doesn’t entice the attention of worshiper. As the result the space has calm and peaceful atmosphere through

The Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-Sakhrah, 691) in Jerusalem is also one of the most important sacred buildings
in all of Islamic architecture76. It is recognized by all three
Abrahamic religions as the site of Abraham’s attempted
sacrifice of his son, although they differ on which son
was to be sacrificed. The significance of site stems in part
from religious traditions regarding the rock, known as the
Foundation Stone, at its heart, which have great significance for both Jewish and Islam religions. The Dome of
the Rock is situated in the center of the Temple Mount,
in the site of the first and Second Temple77.
74
See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al-Masjid_an-Nabawi#cite_note-3
75
See: https://www.britannica.com/topic/mosque
76
Flood, Finbarr Barry, The Great Mosque of Damascus: Studies on the Makings of an Umayyad Visual Culture, Leiden, The Netherlands, 2000, p. 67-68.
77
Davidson, Linda Kay and David Martin Gitlitz Pilgrimage,
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From the Ganges to Graceland, Encyclopedia Volume 1, Santa Barbara,
CA 2002, p. 274

Figure 14, Kaaba, Mecca, Saudi Arabia

78
Goitein, Shelomo Dov, The Historication background of the
erection of the Dome of the Rock, Journal of American Oriental Society,
Vol. 70, No. 2, 1950
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diffused and filtered light without glazing effect. All the
space has illuminated without extreme effect of direct

Holy Wisdom), the masterpiece of Byzantine architecture.
The design of the mosque is perfectly symmetrical, with a
great center dome surrounded by other smaller domes80.
Expansion and centrality with amount of light of this space
effects on its design; the main design with bright and illuminated space increase interpretation of space as a larger
space. The light of this space is heavenly and perfect light.
The colors and materials of interior design are effecting to
the atmosphere of this mosque to seem more poetic and
bright than Aya Sophia. Carpets and colors of the decoration have same role to represent the transcendence in an
abstract way. It seems a unique space without difference
between ornaments values of top and down as earth and
heaven. (Figure 18)

light and expressive effect of it. (Figure 17)

1-3-3 Influence of Byzantine architecture and light in Islamic mosques
After primary mosques, Islamic architecture has changed
and adopted other architectural cultures to be what is
today. What is known as Islamic architecture owes its
origin to similar architectural culture which was already
existed in Roman, Byzantine and Persian territories and
Muslims conquered in the 7th and 8th centuries79. The
architecture of the Ottoman Empire developed from the
earlier Seljuk architecture of Iran and was influenced by
the Byzantine architecture as well as Islamic traditions.

There is another Blue Mosque (Masjed-e Kabūd) in Tabriz,
Iran which is a good example of continuation and influence of Ottoman and byzantine architecture and combination of them with Islamic and Iranian architecture. It
was a part of a complex included Library, khanqah81, public
baths, fountains, garden, Cemetery, square, caravansary
and the house of Imam. The only building remained from
this complex is the Blue mosque because of earthquakes.
This mosque was constructed in T-shape floor plan which

For about 400 years Byzantine architecture such Aya
Sophia was the sample of many mosques in Ottoman
Empire.
Sultan Ahmed (Blue mosque) in Istanbul called the Blue
Mosque because of the color of its tile work. The design
of the mosque was based on the Aya Sophia (Church of
79
See: Krautheimer, Richard. Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture Yale University Press Pelican History of Art, Baltimore, MD,
1965
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80

Figure 16, Prophet’s Mosque today,
Plan and dome

See: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Mehmed-Aga

81
khanqah is a building designed specifically for gatherings of a
Sufi brotherhood and is a place for spiritual retreat and character reformation.
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was typical for Iranian mosques. It has a central hall under the main dome and a second dome on the top mau-

the diffused light, create a comfortable and calm atmosphere. This diffuse Light flow in the space through sim-

soleum. The main central space is antechamber which is
on the front of the main door. The main central hall and
gallery under the main dome has surrounded by three
chambers. The light in this mosque provides by two kinds
of windows. In the first one is the big size windows which
let the light enter directly and it has an extreme effect
of sharp shadows and glazing in the space .The second
kind provide indirect light with the deep windows with
the feature of reflecting light. These two kinds of windows are collaborating with small windows on the dome
which just can illuminate the curved surface under the
dome and not central hall because of the distance and
size of them. So the central hall is illuminated and in its
first years of construction, it was brighter than now because of tiles which were reflecting the light with blue
color82. (Figure 19)

ple geometrical withe decorations between dome and
base walls. The transcendence of a timeless space with
a unique composition, effect to worshiper to feel the
main message of spirituality. Pure richness of simplicity
and emptiness which let you think about absolute Being
as God. Maybe there is a relation between whiteness of
lightness of this space with the word of Prophet Mohammad. He has told is a symbolic word that world has been
created from a white pearl. (Figure 20)

1-3-4 Light as expression of believe in some mosques
The Shah Nematollah Vali Shrine in Mahan, Iran is another example of spiritual space in which light with material contribute to create a simple luminous space which
material doesn’t express heaviness and bright space with
82
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After earth quick the tiles were destroyed

Figure 17,The Dome of the Rock

Figure 18, Sultan Ahmed (Blue mosque),
Istanbul

The main composition of space under the dome with
all details is following this rule of unity in multiplicity
and alongside repetition of details toward expression of
unique presence. In some cases can see that absolute light
enters as a unique phenomenon and multiplies through
reflection of abstract geometrical forms to be visible and
imply concrete concept of unity. So the unity which exists in multiplicity expresses itself through complexity of
abstract not mythological forms. Space has static equilibrium and demands immobility. Light effects to rendering
solid material and converts them diaphanous like a jewel.
Arabesques by carving in the form of stalactites and angels and also hollows create a musical space with visual
rhythm83. Islamic spiritual space manifests equilibrium

83

In Islamic culture listening to the Music in a harmonic and
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and perfection in the regular shape of a crystal84. The
unique not oriented and immobile space with diffused

different strength and descending lightning in the circular form, as the facades bypass the sunlight via the chalk

lighting through abstract geometrical ornaments leads
the space to be interpreted and precept as a timeless or
present time. It has not natural time definition to be toward neither future nor past.

decorations, even the bright mirrors and textiles, gilding
woods and the polished marbles, all are glowing, hence
these strongly depict the architect’s architecture factors,
the mental reflection, and the mystic objective by means
of light. (Figures 21)

Light and shadow on planes create strong contrast and
give a texture to the archetypes of stones, chalk and brick
surfaces. The appearance of the surface would seem varied in longer distances and consequently it generates the
play of light and shadow. The decorations cover the buildings of the Islamic territories similar to a cloak, in which
the reflection of light illustrates a rich bright appearance,
where although the surface of the building is plane, the
brilliance of the earth orbit around sun changes, it makes
a 3D appearance. The reflection and refraction of light
occurs by means of geometrical decoration, Muqarnas85,
in the buildings which is another innovation in lighting.
Moreover, the use of the floor and the smooth glossy
walls absorbs and reflects light, while the domes have

Original form of mosque, after earthquake,
recent form of mosque

spiritual way (Sama’) has a divine influence that stirs the heart to feel
God.
84
: Burckhardt, Titus, Art of Islam, Language and Meaning,
Trans. Rajab Nia, Masoud, Tehran, 2009
85
Muqarnas is an ornamental geometric form producing a
Figure 19, Blue Mosque (Masjed-e Kabūd),
sort of crystal or cellular structure. is also called honeycomb in which
Tabriz, 14th century
used for domes and arches and entrances. It is mostly in Persian Islamic architecture and mingly in North Africa and Spain and some
other Islamic architectural culture.
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Islamic architecture dose not seek to emphasis on the
heaviness of stone by giving it vertical ascending direction
as dose in gothic architecture of churches. Decorations
are not representing any figures or myth. It is like the sacredness of the empty flat desert with high sky top of it,
a simple unique space which has something more than
beauty; the transcendence.

All complex of Blue Mosque

The Alhambra in Northwest Africa is an example of interaction between light and material in which there is
no heaviness of stone and musical rhythm of geometrical forms represent light as presence of God in a multiple
harmony. Diffused light and lightness of space with thousands faces of divine light through stones, lead the space
to be a part of another world to have a spiritual experience of reposing and calming in a timeless meditational
feeling. (Figure 22)
Figure 20, Shah Nematollah Vali Shrine,
Mahan, Iran

The Mezquita is another example of geometrical unique
composition in order to create central diffuse light in
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which in any case many factors like forms, scales, colors
and…are affecting light and as the result atmosphere of

as Mishkat88.

the spaces. Because of different contexts as bases for Islamic culture, any basic culture added to Islamic concept
and leads art and architecture to have different characters. (Figure 23)

«God is the light of the heavens (skyes) and the earth»89.
The symbol of his light is a niche wherein is a lamp, the
lamp is in a glass and his glass is as a radiant star. (The
light) is not nourished by a blessed olive tree, which is
of the east nor of the west, whose oil would all but glow
through fire touch it not. Light upon light. God guided to
his whom he will, and God striketh symbols of man, and
God knows everything»90. Usually in Mihrab emphasized
on the concept of light and Mishkat with hanging a candle
or lamp. Altar (Mihrab) is an important point oriented to
the Kabaa as the center of Islamic world and the house
of God to pray toward it. The only essential elements are
a space, enclosed to give unity, with an indication of the
qibla, the direction of Mecca often located in a Mihrab,
or niche in the wall91. As has been mentioned, the central
point of Kaaba gives direction and unity to all mosques
around the world.

Generally the main plan of mosques is attending to
be regular and central. «In Iran, forms of early Islamic
mosques have been traced back to prehistoric Zoroastrian fire temples, simple square structures with domed
roofs and axial openings»86. Rectangular body which is
the symbol of earth and cupola as the symbol of heaven and both together are symbolizing union of Heaven
and Earth. The building as whole expresses equilibrium,
the reflection of the Divine Unity in the cosmic order are
coming from Byzantine and Persian architecture. Persian
fire temples had been the base of first mosques in Persia
(current Iran) in which had been closed from two sides
and two others had been used as entrance and altar
(Mihrab).

Tarikhaneh Mosque in Damghan, was a Zoroastrian fire
temple in Persian Empire and after Islam in 8th century it
was rebuilt as a mosque. It considers as the first mosque
in Iran. Its top has fallen later. It had an arch which is the

Mihrab related to verse of light (soureh ye Nour)87 in
Qoran. The presence of the divinity in human’s heart has
been compared with a light from a lamp places in a niche
86
Camilla Edwards, ‘Islamic Domes, in Domes; Papers Read
at the Annual Symposium of the Society of Architectural Historians of
Great Britain, Society of Architectural Historians, 2000, P. 29. also:
appendix chapter I, IV
87
(Qur’an 24:35)
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88

Figure 21, Mogharnas, Sheikh Lotfolla
mosque, Isfahan, Iran, 1619

(The Mishkat is a support for the candles and light)

89

Qur’an 24:35

90

Cornell, Vincent J. Voices of Islam, London, 2007

91

See: Ibid
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characteristic of Persian Sassani Architectural culture.
Also the material of the building is local and was not

There are many different styles of mosque in Islamic world
because of different cultural background and context in

following first mosques in Saudi Arabia. The main hall is
the continuance of first Islamic mosques such Prophet’s
Mosque. There is diffused light which enters from the
yard and eye level. (Figure 24)

wide territory of it. In any territory the Islamic ideology
has been added to the exits ideology to create a mixture
of them.
In some and Islamic mysticism light passes the transparent surfaces and reflects in the Iranian Islamic mosques,
so that it mostly affects the spatial sentiment and it is one
of the most vital elements in architecture. The occasional
astonishing application of light makes a tentative layered
space in the mosques.

There are many interpretations that form the basis of
Philosophy of Illumination, so that the manner of Philosophy of Illumination represents all of the disciples’
movements and states based on illumination and a
beam of lights; whereas Sohrevardi92 stipulates that the
first creature generated from lights is an independent
unique light (The light of lights) and the advantage of this
independent light is the lack of necessity for numerous
directions in the nature of lights rather than any dark
compilation independent from the lights93. In addition,
it points to the main zenith of the existence that is the
lights, whereas there is no other light beyond it and it is
the absolute environmental light, custodian light, sacred
light, almighty light, superior and rich light, which is the
necessity of existence in Islamic Mashaei94 philosophy
and it is the creator of the world.

92

An Iranian Islamic philosopher of 12

th

Shamseh95 is previously represented in the context, as
an important mysticism of unity, whereas it is unity and
the unity of the multitude. The role of Shamseh is mostly applied in many Islamic arts and its symbol is depicted
in unity and the unity of the multitude. The unity of the
multitude is the emergence of godly attributes, in which
such role is emerged in the form of a variety of shapes
and the central unity of the heavenly radiation. As it can
be seen, it indicates the definition of light, so that the sign

century

93
See: Sohravardi, Shahabeddin Yahya, Hekmatol Eshragh(The
Wisdom Of shining), Trans. Sajjadi, Seyed Jafa, Tehran, 1978
94
Mashaei is the eripatetic school in Islamic philosophy which
has effected by Greek philosopher, Aristotle.
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The most beautiful mosques are the Sheikh lotfollah
mosque in Isfahan, Iran which represent Islamic ideology
about light in an Iranian (Persian) identity.

Figure 22, Alhambra, Granada, Spain, 1333

Figure 23, Dome over the Mihrab, Mezquita (Great Mosque), Córdoba, Spain, 976

95
Shamseh means sun. It originally coms from Lotus form like
rose-window in Christian architecture
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of the almighty verse indicates Shamseh as a symbol of
God. Light and its aura represent the divine sense, for

The source of the light in mosque is dome and side wall
windows which are placed on different level. The light

which we noted many cases, proposed in the ‘Earthly Iranian Paintings’ in the symbolic meaning. The presence of
the aura around the head of the Prophets and the Saints
can be observed in the painting. Stars and Shamseh are
shown on domes, in which there is no decorative aspect,
in contrast, it has the deep orientation. The humans and
the universal human sense points to the relation with the
holistic altruism of the whole universe. (Figure 25)

usually enters diffused. Windows are relatively small
and architects avoid using huge windows in order to
not change the visual balance of the space. Light filters
through system of windows and at same times with colored glasses. Usually architects were trying to create an
undivided shadow less space in which expresses the essence of heavenly timeless light which is illuminating the
space. This sacred light would not represent physical rules
of sun as worldly light.

One of the other elements in the architecture of the Islamic building that provides a meaningful archetype, as
mirror and mirror installation. In addition to its astonishing magnificence, the expressionistic and reflective feature is the most significant of the symbol of this rich art.
The beam has the same angle in the irradiation on the
mirror as it is reflected in the opposite direction. The irradiation and reflection of the fixed and mobile objects
is its application for the various views and the fractions
and multiplicity of the universe. Furthermore, the multiple dimensions include the causative reliance subject to
infeasibility. The truth is recognized implicitly. The mirrors make a viewpoint, in which indeed they the superstition. In this discussion, the objects emerge in this context
and the ambiguities come from the unified truth as the
boundaries of the real world disarranged. (Figure 26)
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The architecture of mosques is inspired by the divinity
conceptions so that the space is formed subject to the
closer relationship between meaningfulness and material, so that a specific space is created. Since light is the
symbol of the divine unity, the Muslim artist has tried to
implicitly indicate the meaning subject to alteration and
fluctuations. Light is a mystic and spiritual symbol in the
mosques as well as decoration. Sometimes light improves
thought and mentality. Light and decorations in mosques
lead the mind toward the imaginative world and humans are drawn toward lightning, in which the divinity is
emerged. Light is the key element of the spiritual space
construction in the mosques, in which color is formed on
the archetypes and it plays a significant unique role in
Figure 24, Tarikhane mosque, Damghan,
9th century
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space construction and the colors widely range from inconspicuous toward chromatic and the penumbra is generated. Therefore, the depth of the domain and width
of the viewpoint represent the meaning and existence
and it leads to the intuitive perception. The architects
make efforts to construct a sacred environment in the
mosques by the use of the textiles and colors that better
depict reflection and circulation of light and the penumbra is generated to depict many various appearances and
they achieve a sacred mystic space. Even in some cases,
they use the direction of the circulation of light in order
to settle their desired height or volume towards the audiences96. (Figure 27-28)
Light in mosques is not present as an absolute direct light
which can be visible as it is. The diffused or filtered light
through covered surfaces with mosaic or glazed earthenware or even with simple geometrical forms of Muqarnase, refers to symbolism of the curtain (Hijab). According
to Prophet Mohammad, God hides himself behind 70,000
curtains of light and darkness. «If they were taken away, all
that His sight reaches would be consumed by the lightning
of His Countenance. The curtains are made of light in that
they hide the Divine obscurity, and of darkness in that they
veil the Divine Light»97. This point is a key to understand
some aspect of the role of light in Islamic architecture.
96
97
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appendix chapter 1, IV
Ibid. Cornell, Vincent J., P.12

Figure 25, Sheikh Lotfolla mosque, Isfahan, Iran, 1619

igure 26, Shah Cheragh mosque, Shiraz,
14th century
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Figure 27, Plan of floor of Nasir al-Molk
Mosque, Shiraz, Iran, 1888
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Figure 28, Sheikh Lotfolla mosque,
Isfehan, Iran, 1619
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Appendix to Chapter I
I Mesopotamia was the land of the Euphrates in north Syria. This name literally means ‘between rivers’. In Mesopotamia, Shamash was the God of sun. The sacred architecture of Ziggurat was like a mountain to let sun (and also king)
to get close to sky at the morning from the earth. Sun was the symbol of life and death in this world and the other
world. (Figur 1) Ziggurat Chogha Zanbil is one of the best examples of Ziggurats. ‘It was built about 1250 BC by the king
Untash-Napirisha, mainly to honor the great god Inshushinak. Its original name was Dur Untash, which means ‘town
of Untash’, but it is unlikely that many people, besides priests and servants, ever lived there. The complex is protected
by three concentric walls which define the main areas of the ‘town’. The inner area is wholly taken up with a great
ziggurat dedicated to the main god, who was built over an earlier
square temple with storage rooms also built by Untash-Napirisha’. (Clauss, Manfred. The Roman Cult of Mithras: The God
and his Mysteries, pp. xxi. ISBN 0-415-92977-60)
From the left: Leontocephaline-Ostia. Bas-relief at Taq-e Bostan, Iran, On the left stands the yazata Mithra
Investiture of Sassanid emperor Ardashir

The king front of Shamash, the God of sun. 870 BC
Ziggurat Chogha Zanbil, 1250 BC, Iran
Mithraism: Mithra is the name of Persian God which has adapted into Roman empires and Greek. The worship of Mithra
was in underground temples called ‘Mithraea’ which their center was in Rome.i The main point of this religion is Light
sun and fire. These are related to light and darkness too. The world underground or the unk own and invisible world is
a part of spiritual believes. Mithra was born in dark space, ‘The iconic scenes of Mithras show him being born from a
rock, slaughtering a bull, and sharing a banquet with the god Sol (the Sun)’. (IIbid)

Mithra is depicted as being born from a rock. He is shown as emerging from a rock, already in his youth, with a dagger in
one hand and a torch in the other. He is nude, is wearing a Phrygian cap and is holding his legs together. In Iranian ornament there is another figure of Mithra with raised bars on sanctifying the investiture.
However, there are variations narration in remained figures, ‘sometimes he is shown as coming out of the rock as a child
and in one instance he has a globe in one hand, sometimes a thunderbolt is seen. There are also depictions in which
flames are shooting from the rock and also from Mithras’ Phrygian cap. One statue had its
base perforated so that it could serve as a fountain and the base of another has the mask of the water god’. (See: Hopfe,
Lewis M,(ed).Uncovering ancient stones: essays in memory of H. Neil Richardson, Eisenbrauns, 1994, pp. 147–158)
In some depictions Cautes and Cautopates are also present and sometimes they become shepherds. The sacred light is
one of most important points of Mithraeism adopted by Christian and Islam.
In the Roman Empire’s believes, affected by Greek Ideology, human was the main point and exist of existence in the
world. ‘They kept their gods and goddesses in the dark space ‘Maghsoure’ like that of Greeks. Light was a brilliant element in this era’. (Bonkor, ―The historical importance of natural light in architecture ‖, Mimar, vol.34, Pablo 2005, P. 10)

A Mithraeum found in the ruins of Ostia Antica, Italy

Roman built their temples by imitation Greek methods and. Later the historic roman believes has been mixed by the Mithraism ideology to create their architectural style.
In Greek ideology, the best creation and most valuable of the world is human. ‘Greeks created democracy in art with
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natural human face in their statues. About human worshipping, they say: ‘in comparison with eastern worshiping, the
real days of Greece history seems as appearing new imagination of human. Europe’s cultural history should start with
Greece’. (Werner, Jaeger, Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture‖, 1987, P. 145)
‘From the climatic point of view, Greece cold in winter and dry in summer. As Greeks liked nature and natural environment, they thought that mountains, jungles, seas and sky are the houses of their Gods. they thought that mountains,
jungles, seas and sky are the houses of their Gods. They believed ‘Zeus’ lived at the top of highest climax’.
The Greek ἥλιος is the inherited word for the Sun, from Proto-Indo-European sóhzwl , cognate with Latin sol, Sanskrit
surya, Old English swegl, Old Norse sól, Welsh haul, etc. (Online Etymology Dictionary)
The best known story involving Helios is that of his son Phaëton, who attempted to drive his father’s chariot but lost
control and set the earth on fire.
The ancient architecture of Greek consequently was known by temples. As such, temple had a unique mass with bright
surfaces. But there are some speculations that situating temples had been accidental and they did not construct any
magnificent empire building for their kings. They operate their ceremonies in open spaces.
‘Aristotle’ persisted and said: ‘The main point of locating a temple was to make it visible and lavish from around.
The temple should be predominant among other building structures’. (Gardner, Helen, Art Through the Ages‖, 1991, P. 45)
These rooms possess single door without any window but there is some porticos or two stones between some projecting
walls. Being statue-like and inability of interior movement are two features of Greek temples. In this belief, God should
reside in the darkness; hence, they built the main room of the temple without windows. Wood, marble and brick were the
main building materials in that era’. (Gardner, Helen,‖ Art Through the Ages‖, 1991, P. 128)
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II Jewish history is the history of the Jews, and their religion and culture, as it developed and interacted with other peoples, religions and cultures. Although Judaism as a religion first appears in Greek records during the Hellenistic period
and the earliest mention of Israel is inscribed on the Merneptah Stele dated 1213–1203 BCE, religious literature tells
the story of Israelites going back at least as far as c. 1500 BCE. The Jewish diaspora began with the Assyrian conquest
and continued on a much larger scale with the Babylonian conquest. Jews were also widespread throughout the Roman
Empire, and this carried on to a lesser extent in the period of Byzantine rule in the central and eastern Mediterranean. In
638 CE the Byzantine Empire lost control of the Levant. The Arab Islamic Empire under Caliph Omar conquered Jerusalem
and the lands of Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine and Egypt. The Golden Age of Jewish culture in Spain coincided with the
Middle Ages in Europe, a period of Muslim rule throughout much of the Iberian Peninsula. During that time, Jews were
generally accepted in society and Jewish religious, cultural, and economic life blossomed
III Generally the idea of hides space underground and is coming from Mithraism in which was also in Greek, and Jews,
Egypt’s spiritual architect. They all had the concept of secret holiness in which has been paced in the main part of their
spiritual architecture. This concept can be founded in Mecca; the house of God has been built by Abraham too. The dark
and closed space in sacred. There is also the concept of rock and mountain.
Mithra who is the symbol of sun, is described as being born from a rock. The form of ziggurat and pyramid is similar to
the mountain which is vertical and is close to the sky and sun. Caves were hide and safe spaces in the mountain and first
magic worships were happened in them. In philosophy of Plato also the story of cave and light of fire and shadows are
representing the story of being of human in the world. So there is a deep relation between dark hide spaces and concept
of light appearance it as the presence of spirituality.
IV Fire temple is the place of worship. The fire is the symbol of lightness and purity in the center of the fire temple.
Zoroastrian have been affected by the idea of light in Mithraism. Zorostarian or Mazdaism is Iranian religion with supreme
Being of Ahura Mazda. (It is the name of God) Zoroastrianism is the religion ascribed to the teachings of the Zoroaster,
who’s Supreme Being was Ahura Mazda. ‘Worship of the personifications of nature and other heavenly beings. Fire and
water, sun and moon, earth and heaven, as well as all the forces of nature, have their votaries in primitive Iran. People
instinctively paid homage to these deified elements. Mithra, Airyaman, Haoma, Verethraghna,
Parendi, Nairyosangha, Vayu, Ushah, and other old Aryan divinities, as also Anahita, the female divinity of Semitic origin,
were individually worshiped in Iran’. (Nusservanji, Dahlla, Maneckji, Zorostarian theology, New York, 1914, P. 5)
In Zoroastrian religion, fire (Atar), together with clean water (Aban), is agents of ritual purity. Clean, with ash of the purification ceremonies is regarded as the basis of ritual life, which are essentially the rites proper to the tending of a domestic
fire, for the temple is that of the hearth fire raised to a new solemnity’. (Boyce, Mary (1993), “Dar-e Mehr”, Encyclopaedia
Iranica 6, Costa Mesa: Mazda Pub, pp. 455)

Plans of Ancient Greek Temples:
Top: 1. distyle in antis, 2. amphidistyle in antis, 3. tholos, 4. prostyle tetrastyle, 5. amphiprostyle tetrastyle,
Bottom: 6. dipteral octastyle, 7. peripteral hexastyle, 8. pseudoperipteral hexastyle, 9. pseudodipteral octastyle
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Plan Chaartaghi, (four arch) Fire temple at Qasre Shirin, Iran
In Persian Islamic culture, colors indicate the indicator for the disciple, so that the disciple can become aware of his/her
actual status and hierarchy of the truth. For example, blue color indicates clearness and cleanness and, in the Islamic
culture, symbolism is shown in green. Green color is one of the colors, which has a particular status in Islamic mysticism
and it promises the most virtuous mysticism meanings and thereby especially it is shown on the name of majesty ‘Khezr’.
(Khezr is eternal green)
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Second chapter
Physics of Light in architectural space Light and material in architectural space
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Introduction
Light is one of the most important elements of architecture. Our visual perception depends on light and its interaction with material in which follows certain physical
rules.
According to Steven Holl «Space is oblivion without light.
A building speaks through the silence of perception orchestrated by light. Luminosity is as integral to its spatial
experience as porosity is integral to urban experience».1
The study of interaction between light and matter and
sinusoidal waves call plan waves is way to analyze light’s
potentials in the architectural space. Indeed all our visual perception of architecture is consequences of physical
behaviors of light in incidence and encounter with the
materials in the space. In optical engineering, light is a
very small part of electromagnetic spectrum, sandwiched
between ultraviolet and infrared radiation.2 I Geometrical
optics deals with the interaction between light and matter,
concentrating on the effects of light changing its direction
because of reflection by meeting a surface or because of
refraction and diffraction while passing through a material. All visible light and colors for our eyes are electromag1
Descottes, Herve , Architectural Lighting:, Designing with
Light and Space, New York, 2011, P.121
2
Vanderlofske, John, Illumination Fundamentals, Lighting
research center, 1990,
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netic spectrum between about 380 and 780 nm. In fact for
human mind the vision of light is nothing else but a pure
sensation such as taste, smell or sound. Because a surface’s
material properties affect the way in which light waves are
reflected back to the eye, the concept of luminance in lighting design is inextricably linked to build form, materiality
and color. Architects and designer must take into consideration the surface finishes and textures of the space and
objects that he wishes to illuminate, as these materials are
capable of augmenting or negating the light of a luminaire,
and in turn may potentially appear themselves as sources
of reflected light3.
Physically, Light in the material can be transmitted, reflected or absorbed or combination of them. These occurrences
can appear solely or in combination with effects of each
other. The energy provided by light can also be transformed
into warmth by an absorption process. «If the absorption
ability of the material in this process depends on the wavelength of the light, the material will render in a certain color, reflecting a special part of the provided spectrum while
absorbing the rest of the light».4 According to Plummer, the
light gives to the object and space occasion to say more
about itself and gives it apparently more life than it really
3
See: Descottes, Herve , Architectural Lighting:, Designing with
Light and Space, New York, 2011
4
Römhild, Thomas, Dipl.-Ing, Jentsch, Mark, Wismar, February
2004 reviewed 2012, P. 15
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has. Even inherent material which possess no life undergoes a enhance state of existence. «Lifeless chunks turn
into ravishing incandescent fabrics. Light, especially direct
light, comes upon an object that its full range of tonal
contrast and color is revealed for our use and enjoyment.
Material needs light to fully express itself»5. Christian Norberg Schultz believes that objects and light belong together. When the sun light encounters a thing, light become
aware of itself and thing or object gains its presence. Thus
have been created day and light, earth and sky and this
bring to light the concept of the first sacred word: Let
there be light.2 This dynamic aspect of relation between
light and material of things has potential of expression of
deep concepts and sacred symbols in our case6.

2-1 Transmission and architectural space
Light can be present itself through transmissionIII. It can
transmit without any effect through transparent material or an aperture. Light can also filter through a material which absorbs some wave and transmit other wavesIV.
Light can diffuse, diffract and also become colored through
a filter. It can also absorb or reflect wile transmitting and
indeed the result of any phenomena appears differently
in the space. Using any of them or mixing these effects
5
6
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Plummer, Henry, Poetics of Light, Tokyo, Japan, 1987, p. 9
See: Plummer, Henry, Poetics of Light, Tokyo, Japan, 1987
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can create different atmospheres and visual effect in the
architectural space.

2-1-1 Full transmission
Full transmission as direct passing of light through transparent material or apertures, in somehow can be causes
of glazing or even illumination with sharp shadows. Nevertheless, direct light is extremely strong, expressive and
effective and can present the absoluteness in contrast
with the darkness. Indeed glazer light and sharp shadows
of direct light can create expressive and dramatic scene
like Baroque paintings. «Direct light tends to be more efficient by distributing light directly onto the task area. They
generally create dark ceilings and upper walls that can be
dramatic but also uncomfortable due to high contrast. Direct lighting is typically used in sense of drama»7. Sharp
shadows and strong lights are expressive and dramatic as
has been developed in Baroque painting. (Figures 1-4)
Transmitted light without any filter has been used in many
spiritual spaces like Pantheon. Light enters directly in to
the dark rounded hall from the top hole. This aperture let
the light to be seen as an absolute strong heavenly power and phenomena. Nevertheless It is a certain presence
7
Karlen, Mark, Benya, James, Light design basic, Hoboken,
New Jersey, 2004 , P.13
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of light as the unique absolute Being in the temple of all
Gods (Pan /”Παν” meaning “all” + Theon / “θεον”= meaning “gods)8. The rounded space has no direction like Basilica’s plan. Direct transmitted light turns around the rounded space in daily change of sun light9.
Worshiper can be aware to this unique absolute phenomenon and be affected by the power glazed light falling
from high top aperture. The first thing they can be faced
is this light in the «moment of vision»10. Because of the
scale of space and the aperture of the light, the ratio of
the darkness is more than light and unique strong light
can be described as ripper the darkness. The experience
of this space is perception of light as transcendental and
spiritual phenomena. (Figure 5)
Figures 6 -8 are other examples of full transmitted light in
spiritual space.

Figure 12, Santa
Costanza, 4th-century church in Rome

From the left: Figure 1, Holy Sepulcher
church (Dome over the tomb of Christ),
Jerusalem, 335
Figure 2, St. Nicholas church, Wismar, 1487

From the left: Figure 6, Bruder Klaus Field Chapel, Germany,
2007
Figur 3,
Basilica di

Figure 7, Basilica of San Clemente al Laterano, Rome, 2st century AC

San Pietro,
Vatican City,
1626

8
Oxford English Dictionary
9
When direction is not exists, the definition of time in the
space is different. This concept will be discussed in fourth chapter.
10
The “Moment of vision” will be discussed in fourth chapter.
See: Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, trans. by Joan Stambaugh,
New York, 1996.
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Figure 4, the
Calling of Saint
Matthew,
Caravaggio,
1599-1600

Figure 5, Pantheon, Current building,
Rome, 128 AC

Figure 8, Water temple, Awaja, 1991
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After industrial revolution with the steel frames and large
windows, buildings had the opportunity to daylight reach-

the space to be illuminated and the effect of light is not
such dramatic here in compare to spaces which light slits

ing in the interior spaces. While obviously with this new
technology there are many new possibilities for daylight
in the space, there is also the risk of large amount of uncontrolled light entering to the space. Without the darkness, the concept of light can be interpreted in a different
way. At the same time in that period human’s mentality
and ideology about the Being and spirituality was changing quickly. Although this mental movement and protest
have been started from renaissance, the velocity of it was
increased because of industrial and informational renovations11.

darkness of the space. As the result, the white space is
illuminate with the large amount of uncontrolled light.
(Figure 9)
Tadao Ando’s Church on the Water calls to mind the eastern ideology of Confucian which believe that human is an
integral part of the natureV. He has interpreted what he
has seen and created a space with relation and respecting
to the natural context. The church includes a corridor in
which turns and passes from dark way underground. The
first think which is on the front of corridor is the altar with
a glass wall and a simple cross in the middle of it. The
landscape has been framed by the altars glass wall. The
cross of Christ seems merged to the vision of the nature.
The definition of spirituality unify and corporate with the
essence of the nature. (Figure 10)

In Mannisto church, light transmits and illuminate the
space as a natural phenomenon. Light passes through simple large glass. Transmission of light here follows the form
and rhythm of windows. Ratio of the light here is more
than darkness and generally the main space in bright and
light full. Nevertheless, the glazed skylight with the pattern of semi shadows, have provided a general illumination with visual rhythm which is not comfortable and not
also dramatic. Because of the oriented light in rectangular
directed space, this space has natural worldly time definition. The scale of windows and amount of light tends
11
The new spiritual beliefs have been started in this period
and have been extremely affected and effected by two world wars
too. This discussion will be continued in the fourth chapter
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Figure 9, Männistö Church, Kuopio, Finland
by Juha Leiviskä

Figure 10, Church on the water,
Tomamu, Hokkaidō, Japan, 1988

In Wayfarers Chapel, Simple glasses of windows let the
light transmit without any effect and change. Large
amount of uncontrolled light enters through the transparent structure in to the church. More than the effects
of the light, windows have the role of a scene to give the
vision of the landscape. Interior space join to outside and
interact with the nature as a part of it. Daily changes of the
sun can be seen in the space and the light of this space is
not heavenly light with a dramatic effect; it seems a real
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natural light representing the state of mature power of it
as the spiritual. There is no strong light falling in to the
darkness and spirituality is not heavenly sacred phenomena. The form of structure has no symbolic secret. It has
the safe form of a house which emphasize on ideology of
desacralizing without any mystery. Everything is clear and
everywhere is visible. The spiritual exists in the nature
around. (Figure 11)
Figures 12 and 13 are presenting other examples of the
same phenomena in spiritual spaces.

side. Although there are walls and bounders it seems to
have no clear definition for inside and outside. (Figure 14)

2-1-2 Diffusion through transmission
DiffusionVI tends to provide a general illumination to avoid
glare effect of light and sharp shadows. It leads the space to
appear flat and timeless. This character of space often can
be comfortable further boring and uninteresting for a long
time. While exterior condition changes, just the amount of
illumination can be change and interaction between inside
and outside is minimized. Without any point of attention
and shadow, three dimensional spaces seem two dimensional. To avoid this effect using other lights can help13.

Figure 11, Wayfarers Chapel, California, 2005

One of the grate examples of the transmission of light is
Reading between the lines’ is a project by the duo Gijs Van
Vaerenbergh. He transformed the notion of a traditional
church into a transparent object of art with the construction of a 30 ton steel church on the rural landscape of Limburg12. The structure of this space let the light transmit
through pattern of steel structure. Although some other
Figure 12, Santa Ana Ramiro, Misiones Province, 2012
physical interaction of light and material like reflection and
diffusion are happening here, the most important characteristic of light here which created a completely transparent space. This phenomena can represents the ideology
of unhide sacredness and unlimited vision to the spiritual through transparent architecture of the church. What
happens is more than interaction between inside and out12
http://arquitectura.estudioquagliata.com/tag/articles/
page/44
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Figure 13, Islamic center, Lisbon, 2002

In Kaiser Wilhelm church, diffuse filtered light through colored glasses, filter the light and diffuse it and shadowless
and timeless space tends to be flat. There is no connection
between inside and outside and walls with glasses try to let
diffuse light without any view. The experience of this space
is like being in another world. Natural light daily light with
all its states doesn’t affect the interior space. During the
night artificial light plays the exact same role. There is no
difference between day and night and in this space natural
Figure 14, Reading Between the Lines,
Belgium, 2011

13
See: Karlen, Mark, Benya, James, Light design basic, Hoboken,
New Jersey, 2004
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rules like time definition of the world are not perceptible.
The flat and comfortable space with diffused changeless

While light transmit through a material diffuse, it can also
filter with textural material. The texture of glasses can

light, tend the mind to pause the normal life like moment
of meditation. Worshipers can take off the time, thought
and mind in this space without any exiting moment of
vision or special attention, glazing or focused light. The
space has a central plan with abstract details in the every
small unit of windows. Eye can’t read them one by one
and they participate to create a unique body with moderated equaled light quality and quantity. (Figure 15) Figures
16 shows other example of full diffused transmitted light.
Diffused light in Yeşilvadi Mosque has been used for illuminate the space. The structure seems a big illuminated
dome. Diffused light enters through windows in which are
placed in a rhythmic way around the rounded wall. The
color of walls are bright with golden calligraphies as dec- Figure 15, Kaiser-Wilhelm Church, Berlin, 1890
oration. Although there is no interaction between inside
and outside and the space has diffused light, there is a
curved aperture in which Compensated diffusion effect. It
let the direct light enter to the space and lead the space
have a dynamic effect of daily change of light with sharp
line of it turning in the space. (Figure 17)

filter the light while it transmit and make the landscape
like a painting. When light is filtering, it can also become
colorVII.

Figure 16, Nostra Signora della Misericordia
church –Milan, 1958
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Light can diffuse and render through textured glasses and
as the result the vision bring up to an artistic panel such can
be seen in figure. This technique raises the space’s quality
to an artistic level. Texture of glass makes different effects
of filtering the view. Sometimes the result is comparable
with what has been developed in impressionism artistic
painting of Claude Monet. (Figures 18-20)

Figure 17, Yeşilvadi Mosque, Istanbul, 2010 2-1-3 Diffraction

Diffraction is an amazing physical ruleVIII. «This characteristic behavior is exhibited when a wave encounters an obstacle or a slit that is comparable in size to its wavelength» 14.
When this rule use in architectural space, the consequences is having small shining points like starry sky. The size of
hole or slits in compare to the space is important and directly has influence on light’s appearance.
Figure 18, MIT church, Massachusetts
Eero Saarinen.1955

In Ronchamp church by Le Corbusier, Diffraction has been
14
Grimaldi, Francesco Maria, Physico mathesis de lumine, coloribus, et iride, Bologna, 1665, page 2
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used in the altar wall which is on the east and has small
apertures. Any point of aperture became a source of dif-

ing like Ronchamp church. But generally the system of these
windows around the dome, avoid the glare effect of direct

fracted light and the wall seems a starry sky. Through thin
gap between the massive roof and this wall, light diffracts
like a shiny line in which makes the roof appear suspended
and hover.

light and break it in to the small points. With small shiny
points creates a dramatic space in which wave of the light
is still visible but in a more comfortable way. (Figure 23)

These starry points of diffraction have been used to be the
point of attention for the worshiper. Between these shiny
points, a larger aperture lets the light enter more strongly. Figure 19, textural glasses

Figure 22, Saint-Pierre, Firminy church, Le
Corbusier, Loire, France, 2006

The direction of the attention is not vertical, and the sacredness of spirituality is not falling from the roof. it is on
the front wall and with the effect of diffraction, sky comes
down on the earth. Although the main idea of sky as a palace of heaven is exist here, heaven and starry sky are not
far in another world; they are adhering to the earth. Dark
simple roof has been Wall separated from the ceiling with
Figure 20, Sunrise, Claude Monet, 1879
a tin line of light. (Figure 21)
Le Corbusier has been used the technique of diffraction
of light in the Firminy church as well. (Figure 22)
This effect appears through latticed windows in Sheikh
Lotfollah mosque. When the light encounters the edges of
ornamented apertures, refracts and become a new source
of light. Because these points are close together surrounded with the form of the windows, this effect is not appear- Figure 21, Ronchamp, le Corbusier, Franche-Comté, 1954
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Figure 23, Sheikh Lotfollah mosque,
Isfahan, 1619 Church Mortensrud is another example of diffraction of
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light in architecture of spiritual space. Different phenomenon such direct light, diffraction and reflection are col-

used it in the construction of the altar of the church. «The
wall of altar is constructed from different layers of slender

laborating to create the atmosphere of this space which
will be discussed in next chapters. (Figure 24)

baffles and also multiplies light oscillation. Slight fluctuation in their width and degree of twisting with respect to
each other, products extensive range of white tonalities
without color». Lighting system restrain the fluid light to
prevent it spreading in a particular direction. The refraction of light rid the space from monotony, but it is not extremely exciting or even not boring. There is no flat diffuse
light and even glaring sharp attractive visible source of it.
Light is not stun the eyes but the wide array of shiny tonalities make a visual musical space without any extreme
dark shadow and expressive way of expression. This is a
spiritual experience through hypnotism of calm contemplative space. Uneven texture of light has a pure natural
behavior and it is humanistic far from logical formation of
framed reaction of light like rose windows illustrations. it
is appearance of the essence and nature of Light as Pure
Light. In a poetic way, it is the visualization of the voice of
water in a river. So the lightness of this space leads worshiper to have a pure and poetic experience of spirituality
through refraction of light. (Figure 26)

The wave of light encounters on slit of cross on the altar’s
wall. Light diffracts and become a shiny form of cross in a
dark simple space. The long nave has no attraction point
except this cross which is shiny attention point. The glaring
light lead worshiper to feel a unique existence of absolute
light which present itself through cross of Christ. Light has
not been used in order to focusing on any abject or illuminating any space. Certain strong diffracted light though
the cross form, represent The Spiritual in a minimal style.
(Figure 25)

2-1-4 Refraction
Refraction is a phenomena which happens when light
transmits from one material to another one and changes
velocityIX. Refraction can create tonalities of light or even
color in the space. This is an amazing artistic effect of light
which can lead the space to have a poetic atmosphere.
This is a poetic visual effect.
Juha Leiviska in the Church of the Good Shepherd Pakila, has been noted this physical rule and visual effect and
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Figure 24, Church Mortensrud,
Oslo, 2002

Figure 25, Church of the light, Tadao
Ando, Osaka, japan, 1989

Other example of refraction of light with same effect in the
space is Rainbow Church which is an installation by Japanese
designer Tokujin Yoshioka Contemporary Art museum of Tokyo.
The space influenced by an experience of musical shiny tonalities of light and colors. Rainbow hues are providing with crys-
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tals of centerpiece. The installation is a slender vertical aperture
which has been made by 500 crystal prisms. Light refracts and
appears like rainbow hues. (Figure 27)

2-1-5 Color through transmission
Newton’s contribution created a new understanding that
white light is a mixture of colored light, and that each color
is refracted to a different extent.
Our perception of color in determined physical properties
of light and the human body’s physiological response to the
light which receives by entersX.
Light also effects on perception of time. According to Descottes very often, it is not easy to remember the architectural details of a space, «rather the cool blue light of a
winter morning or the warm glow of a setting sun is what
lingers in our memories, shaping our understanding of a
space inhabited at a precise time. Light color alters the way
in which we perceive objects and their surroundings»15.
light and color have the power of rendering a new interaction and relationship between background and foreground and it can completely transform the atmosphere of
the space. If we just imagine a white space and then try to
imagine it with different colors, the important role of color
is space would be more understandable. What perceives as
color is because of two phenomena; The First one is colored
light; filtered light through colored material. While light
transmits, material absorbs some wavelengths and trans-

Figure 26, Church of the Good Shepherd Pakila,
Architect Juha Leiviska, Finland, 2002
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Figure 27, Rainbow Church, Tokujin-Yoshioka, Museum of Contempo-

15
See: Descottes, Herve , Architectural Lighting:, Designing with
Light and Space, New York, 2011
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mits others. Second one is colored material which reflects
some wavelength and absorbs others. The result of full ab-

Vertical interior spaces with colorful windows are expressing sacred nature of dramatic heavenly light in the spiritual

sorption is darkness and black color and full reflection or
transmission is brightness and white color.

space. It seems a mystery celebration of colors and light.
Distance of light sources and form and shape of small slices
of colored glass have influence on the surface. (Figure 3031)

Here the discussion is about colored light which is strongly
effective in the space. For this effect in a space St. Stephen’s Cathedral is a good case. Artificial lighting has been
used to create a different atmosphere and extremely express the Gothic musical passion in a dramatic way. Just
with using colored lights, the space’s atmosphere has
been completely changedXI. (Figure 28)
This phenomenon has been used in spiritual architecture
to create different characters and influence the atmosphere. When colored light enters to the space, depend
on hue and saturation, can render the space in many ways
and lead it to have various atmospheres like dramatic, poetic. The quality, quantity and states of light change during
the day. The filtered and colored light effects all part of
space, object and also bodies. In somehow this effect can
create a visual dynamic interaction between space and
worshipers. They can see this interaction on their body.
(Figure 29)
Figure 28, St. Stephen’s Cathedral,
Gothic churches are good example of using colored light. Vienna, 1160
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Figure 29, Nasir Al Mulk mosque, Shiraz,
Iran, 1888

Figure 30, Rosace Cathedrale Strasbourg, 1439
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As has been mentioned before, Light is the key element of
the spiritual space construction in the mosques, in which

and color of paintings. It tries to emphasize and focused on
some points. (Figure 32-33)

color is formed on the archetypes and it plays a significant
unique role in space construction and the colors widely
range from inconspicuous toward chromatic and the penumbra is generated. Therefore, the depth of the domain
and width of the viewpoint represent the meaning and
existence and it leads to the intuitive perception. The architects make efforts to construct a sacred environment
in the mosques by the use of the textiles and colors that
better depict reflection and circulation of light and the
penumbra is generated to depict many various appearances and they achieve a sacred mystic space. Even in some
cases, they use the direction of the circulation of light in
Figure 31, the Sainte Chapelle, Paris, 1239
order to settle their desired height or volume towards the
worshipers.
In Gothic architectural culture, colored light does not enter
from the top. Colored glasses are in the eye level which
lead the space to interact with outside. Depend on filter
and color, this interaction can be changed. In Islamic architecture mostly colored glasses are using and filtered light
blends with reflection of the colors of carpets on the floor
and colors of tiles. As the result, extremely colored space
appears like a Persian paradise. In the Gothic churches,
colored light reflects by the polished stones of the floor
Figure 32, Nasir Al Mulk mosque, Shiraz,
and also in some parts interacts with golden decoration
1888
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Figures 34-38 are other examples of using colored light is
spiritual space.

From the left: Figure 34, Chapelle du Rosaire de Vence
Figure 35, Dom Bosco Church by Carlos Alberto Naves in Brasilia, Brazil

Figure 33, Sepah Salar mosque,
Tehran 1892

Figure 36, Penzberg cubic mosque, Bavaria
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2-2 Reflection and architectural space
ReflectionXII can give a wide range of visual effect to space.
Reflected angle16 leads the light in different directions.
Light interact differently with polished, semi polished,
matt and rough surfaces to have different reflections and
also absorption of light.
Specular, spread and diffuse are three states of the reflection.13 Even color of objects appears because of these phenomena. (Figure 39)
Figure 37, Sultan Salahuddin Abdul Aziz Shah Mosque in Shah
Alam, Selangor, Malaysia

This rule can be used to increase or decrease the light and
also to change the direction of light in order to lead it enters to the space. «Perhaps one of the most surprising yet
powerful ideas in lighting design is that a surface or object itself has the potential to become a secondary light
source. Consider the moon: it does not emit light on its
own, but the sun’s light reflected off the moon’s surface
creates what we recognize as moonlight»17. Direct and indirect light effect differently on the atmosphere of space.
As we have mentioned, direct light tends to be more dramatic
with its high contrasts vice versa, using reflection and indirect
light create more poetic and atmosphere in a comfortable space.

Soft light with low contrast lead the mind to percept it
Figure 38, Sultan Salahuddin Abdul Aziz Shah Mosque is the state
mosque of Selangor, Malaysia
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Figure 39, Tree kinds of reflection

16
The angle between a reflected ray and the normal is called
the reflected angle
17
Descottes, Herve , Architectural Lighting:, Designing with
Light and Space, New York, 2011, P.30
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larger and expand it psychologically.

ing mirror in which have been created an extraordinary
illusion in space like a contemporary artwork. “While

«Most types of indirect lighting illuminate the ceiling, but
without additional direct light, many people experience
totally indirect lighting as bland and feeling like a cloudy
day…Direct/indirect light is often a good compromise
between the efficiency of direct lighting and the comfort
of indirect lighting. The indirect component creates a
comfortable, balancing light, while the direct component
creates a dramatic light, resulting in comfortable,
interesting space»18.

the junctions of adjacent mirrors create narrow black
lines, the reflective character of the mirrors creates far
more complex patterns and constructions which flow and
change with the movement of the viewer, an interesting
experience, one which is enhanced by the lack of color in
the mirrors19. (Figure 40)
Angles of mirrors help to change the direction of light in
different ways and unique light disparts into the multiply
of shiny brilliants in an abstract syntax.

2-2-1 Specular reflection
Polished surface and reflective materials can be used in
space to duplicate the light or vision and let the space
have virtual vision with imagination and illusion. Flattish
or angled, convex and concave mirrors, polished and semi
polished materials can create a wide range of different
visual effects in the space. The potentials of this physical
possibility can be used in different ways to create wonderful atmospheres.
One of the examples of reflection in spiritual space is using
mirror in Shah Cheragh Mausoleum in Shiraz, Iran. It’s a
wonderful usage of Muqarnas geometric forms with us18
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As have been mentioned, the potential of becoming secondary light source is of the most powerful ideas in using
reflection in lighting design. «A wall or other architectural
element has the capacity to reflect light, thus becoming a
light source of its own in a given space »20. The main light
source can be recessed or covered to making it seem that
source of light is the wall or surface or object that the iniFigure 40, Shah Cheragh mosque, Shiraz,
14th century

19
http://catnaps.org/islamic/geometry2.html
20
Descottes, Herve , Architectural Lighting:, Designing with
Light and Space, New York, 2011, P.30
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tial light become shine upon»21. The result of this kind of
reflection is like direct light in which creates a dramatic

windows diffuse a part of light to decrease extreme glazing of direct light. Although there are still direct lights en-

scene and is strongly effective in the space.

tering to the space, but the angle and depth of windows
and shaped colored glasses are minimizing its effect. Size
of windows keeps the dominant darkness to emphasize on
the existence of the light. There is no unique light source on
point of attention in this space. Collaboration of direct and
indirect light in contrast with dark is created an effective
atmosphere in this church. (Figure 42)

2-2-2 Diffused reflection
In follow up the discussion of reflection, there is another
kind of reflection which has more soft and smooth effect
in the space. The diffusion through reflection is noticeable
in chapel of Ignatius. In this case walls with curved forms
and soft light effect on the edges, seem an abstract painting. The flat walls has been divided by levels of surface
and the geometric forms have been highlighted with a soft
indirect light. Because of indirect light and hide sources of
it, the various values of light during the day are not perceptible in this space. So the exact natural time is not perceptible here22.

In meditation space of Tadao Ando, the simple concreted
space has been illuminated by circle form of diffuse reflected light falling from the top and spread to the vertical Cylinder. There is no emphasize of light on any point or form and
rounded timeless space has no dramatic atmosphere. Minimal architecture of this spiritual space in strongly effective
by the deep feeling of traveling and going back inside. there
is no window and aperture and unique direct light can enter from the door. This space has no any dramatic expression of light in and has effective meditation atmosphere
with emptiness and visual and mental silence. The form of
roof recalls the idea of dome to the mind. (Figure 43)

Steven Holl has tried to create spiritual space by his idea
of a romantic and poetic space for the pray. Light colors
are visible through indirect lighting by diffused reflection.
Lines and forms are highlighted with smooth diffused
lights to shape the space. (Figure 41)
In Ronchamp church, along the south wall the depth of
21
22
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Ibid
The concept of time will be discussed in the fourth chapter.

Figure 41, Chapel of Ignatius, Seattle,
Washington, 1997

Figure 42, Chapel of Ronchamp, Le-Corbusier, Franche-Comté, 1954
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Spread reflection can to extend light in an indirect way.
This method is one of the most common ways of decrease
glazing of direct light and intenerate it in the architectural
space.
Sheikh Lotfollah mosque in Isfahan is an example of diffused reflection of light in spiritual space. In the corridor
the polished stone of surface and tiles of arches are playing the role of reflector to illuminate the space indirectly.
In the main hall, light transmits and also reflects and enter
indirectly through deep aperture or windows, with semi
polished tiles with geometrical forms and angles to the
space. There are both direct and indirect light entering to
this space and that is why it is not boring space to stay.
(Figure 44)
With The water kind reflection of the polished stone of
floor, this space has been succeeded to create visual illusion. The symmetrical reflection of space on the stony polished surface of floor has been compounded with the real
image of the space and they can percept together as two
part of one body. They are visually inseparable in somehow and seems that in the illusion of this space, the reality
involves to the virtual world. (Figure 45)

Figure 43, Meditation-Space-UNESCO, Paris, 1995

Figure 44, Sheikh Lotfollah
mosque, Isfahan, 1619
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Different effects of light such as reflection have been used
in Eero Saarinen’s MIT chapel at the Massachusetts Technology in Cambridge.
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Reflection of light invoke unexpected effects to create
this spiritual space. Architect succeeded in channeling the

2-2-3 Color through reflection
While a dark color reflectsXIV are a lesser percentage of incoming light waves, light color will reflect a greater percentage of incoming light waves23. (Figure 47)

reflected light through surrounding moat and water into
the interior cylindrical brick walls. While the color, motion
and wave patterns of water are reflected onto the interior
space and curved undulating brick walls, altar has another participation of reflection rules. Light appears through
effect of fallen light from the top which is spread reflected by hanged metals as an instance of indirect but strong
light. It has an amazing effect in the space. The visual effects of composition, form, rhythm and reflected light in
this chapel will be discussed in the next chapter. (Figure
46)

As the concept and rule of light has been discussed in
colored light discussion, light has important psychological influence on human’s mind. Using colored material or
painting on the walls and roofs and also floors are different kinds of contribution of reflected light in architectural
space. There are many different cases to see this phenomena in spiritual spaces. Mosaics, ties, colored stones, carpets in Islamic mosques, golden decoration, illustrations
and paintings on walls roofs and domes are various solutions to let colors to appear in the space.
Figures 48-55 are showing different floors decoration and
colored reflection in spiritual spaces. In Figures 55-79 are
intended to show how colors of painting and colored ornaments which are effecting the atmosphere of spiritual
space in Christian Islamic spiritual architecture.
Figure 45, Hassan II Mosque, Casablanca,
1993
Figure 47
Figure 46, MIT Chapel ,
Massachusetts. 1955
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23
Descottes, Herve , Architectural Lighting: Designing With
Light And Space, New York, 2011
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Figure 56, The Little Chapel of Guernsey. Saint Andrew, Guernsey, 1914

From top left: Figure 48, Mosaic floor at Basilica San Marco, Venice,1117, Figure 49, church floor from Qabr
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From the left: Figure 57, Sant’Andrea delle Valle, Rome, 1625

Hiram, Lebanon, 575 AD, Figure 50, Church of Santa Maria e San Donato, Murano, 1040, Figure 51, Mosaic

Figure 58, Capella della Visitazione. Carignano, 1739

tiles, Church of St Bartholomew, Cordoba, 15th-century, Figure 52, Nasir Al Mulk mosque, Shiraz, 1888,
Figure 53, Sheikh Lotfollah, Figure 54, Taj Mahal mosque, Agra, 1653, Figure 55, Shah Mosque, Isfahan, 1611

Figure 59, Sacre Coeur, Paris, 1914
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Figure 60, Apse, San Vitale, Ravenna, Italy, 547
Figure 61, All Saints Church, Kyiv Pechersk Monastery, Kiev, Ukraine, 1698
Figure 62, San Juan de Díos, Granada, Spain, 1735

The role of natural light in spiritual spaces

Figure 66, Santa Maria in Trastevere, Rome, 1141
Figure 67, St Curig’s Church, Agra, India, 1653
Figure 68, Benedictine Monastery, Ettal, Germany, founded in 1330 and renovated in 1745

Figure 63, San Jerónimo, Granada, Spain, 1543
Figure 64, Catedral, Burgos, Spain, begun 1221

Figure 69, Church of the Savior on Spilled Blood, St. Petersburg, 1907

Figure 65, Catedral, Siguenza, Spain, begun 12th century and completed by 1495
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Figure 70, Selimiye Mosque in Edirne, Turkey
Figure 71, Suleymaniye Mosque, Istanbul, Turkey, 1550–57
Figure 72, Sultanamhed Mosque (Blue Mosque)Istanbul, Turkey, 1609–17

Figure 76, Shah-i-Zinda, Samarkand, Since 9-14th century
Figure 73, Dome over the Mihrab, Mezquita (Great Mosque), Córdoba, Spain, c. 961–76
Figure 77, Shah Mosque , Isfahan, 1611
Figure 74, Sheikh Lotfollah mosque, Isfahan 1619
Figure 75, Shah Mosque , Isfahan, 1611
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absorbs all other wavelengths. If the material absorb all wavelength appears in black. Obviously
without light the space will be dark.
The sacredness as a secret and hide phenomena in many temples and spiritual space has been hold
on in the dark spaces. (Figures 80-82)

Figure 78, Nasir Al Mulk mosque, Shiraz, 1888
From the left: Figure 80, Sun Temple, India
Figure 79, Sheikh Lotfollah mosque, Isfahan, 1619
Figure 81, Somanathapura_Keshava_temple

2-3 Absorption and architectural space
Material Instead of transmitting or reflecting the light can absorb part or all of the light wavelengths.
«Many materials absorb some wavelengths while transmitting others, which called selective absorption»24. It can also absorb part of wavelength and reflect others.
As has been mentioned before, on way to see color of materials is absorption and reflection; any
colored material absorb some wavelengths and reflects others. For example a red material absorbs
all but the longest wavelengths of visible light. A red object reflects the longest wavelength, and
24
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Vanderlofske, John, Illumination Fundamentals, Lighting research center, 1990, P.16
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Figure 82, Erechtheion, Athens, 421 and 406 BCE

When the amount of light in the space in more than darkness and entered light reflect with bright color material,
it can illuminate the space and as the result the space
appears bright and light full. In many spiritual spaces architects experiment with the potential of white color and
illumination instead of darkness in their design. The essential purity of this phenomenon leads the space to have
a bright affecting atmosphere in a simple visual silence.
(Figures 83-88)
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Figure 83, White Temple, Kyoto, 2000
Figure 84, Glass-Temple, Kyoto; 2004
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Figure 86, Sala de las Dos Hermanas, Alhambra, Granada, Spain, c. 1354
Figure87, Chapel of St. Jan Nepomuk, Zelena Hora, Zd’ar nad Sazavou, Czech Republic, 1722
Figure 85, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, Abu Dhabi. 2007
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Appendix to Chapter II
I. Primary focus on light was on the wave and ray descriptions. “Radiation causing a brightness sensation on the retina
in the eye and therefore being visible is defined as light. It is not by chance that visible light forms a certain range of the
solar radiation, since radiation in the electromagnetic spectrum between about 380 and 780 nm is constantly provided
by the sun at a fairly uniform amount. In the meantime this is the range in which the maximum solar radiation is set,
which means the highest spectral distribution. Because of these facts the human eye has adapted within evolution to this
special spectrum of radiation providing constant conditions for visual perception”. (Look at Römhild, Thomas, Dipl.-Ing,
Jentsch, Mark, Wismar, February 2004 reviewed 2012)

Radiation processes taking part in a radiating atom
N- Nucleus
E- Electron
P- Proton
En, Em- Orbit/ Energy state

Equation: Connection between speed of light and wavelength. Interfering waves of almost the same amplitude

Figure 88, Taj Mahal mosque, Agra, 1653
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Physical model in optics

Diffraction of monochromatic light at a slit

c -speed of light λ -wavelength of light in this special medium f -frequency of the light

“In vacuum, the electric and magnetic fields travel in phase. They are directed perpendicular to each other as defined by
the cross product in (2.6). Since both fields are also perpendicular to the direction of propagation, given by k, the magnitudes of the field vectors are related by B0 = kE0/ω or B0 = E0/c in view of (1.46). Although the fields in Fig. 2.1 are drawn
like transverse waves on a string, they are actually large planar sheets containing uniform fields (different fields in different
planes) that move in the direction of k”. Figure 2-3

To analyze the relation between architectural space and light, first we need to know the main space fundament; material,
and its interaction with light.

II. “And God said, ‘Let there be light,’ and there was light. God saw that the light was good, and He separated the light
from the darkness. God called the light ‘day’ and the darkness ‘night.’ And there was evening, and there was morning the first day.” Genesis 1:3-5
“And God said, ‘Let there be lights in the expanse of the sky to separate the day from the night, and let them serve as
signs to mark seasons and days and years, and let there be lights in the expanse of the sky to give light on the earth.’ And
it was so. God created two lights, the greater to govern the day and the lesser to govern the night.” Genesis 1:14-16

III. When light passes through an object, it is called transmission. Absorption, reflection, refraction and diffusion all
affect light transmission.
Figure 2-3 - Depiction of electric and magnetic fields associated with a plane wave

Physically, radiation means the emission and transmission of energy in form of electromagnetic waves or in form of photons. In fact these two models are applied to describe certain phenomena of light. For most physical phenomena which
have to do with the distribution of light the wave theory is more applicable. This is for example the case for the effect of
diffraction caused by HOEs. When the interaction between matter and radiation (emission and absorption) is analyzed it is
to be assumed that radiation consists of particles, the so called photons. This duality is true for all electromagnetic radiations. In geometrical optics which concentrates (Fig. 2-4)
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Transmitted light beam

IV. A transmission filter is a material that absorbs some wavelength and transmits others wile a reflective filter absorbs
some wavelengths and reflects others. For example a red filter absorbs all but the longest wavelengths of visible light, a
reflective red filter reflects the longest wavelength, and a transmissive red filter transmits the longest wavelength. The
amount of light absorbed by a filter depends in the filter’s thickness. (Look at Van Derlofske, John, “Illumination Fundamentals”, Lighting research center, 1990)
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The theory that man is an integral part of nature first originated in the Spring and Autumn, and Warring States periods
(770-221BC). With the elaboration of Dong Zhongshu in the Han Dynasty (206BC-220AD), the theory was summarized
and clearly presented by the Confucian School of idealists in the Song (960-1279) and Ming (1368-1644) dynasties. The
theory, as a basic notion in Chinese philosophy, insists that the politics and ethics of human beings are a direct reflection
of nature. (http://www.chinaculture.org/gb/en_madeinchina/2005-10/18/content_74584.htm)

V. The theory that man is an integral part of nature first originated in the Spring and Autumn, and Warring States periods
(770-221BC). With the elaboration of Dong Zhongshu in the Han Dynasty (206BC-220AD), the theory was summarized and
clearly presented by the Confucian School of idealists in the Song (960-1279) and Ming (1368-1644) dynasties. The theory,
as a basic notion in Chinese philosophy, insists that the politics and ethics of human beings are a direct reflection of nature.
(http://www.chinaculture.org/gb/en_madeinchina/2005-10/18/content_74584.htm)

VI. When light encounters a perfectly smooth surface, the reflection is specular, When light strikes a rough surface, it
can be reflected or transmitted in many different directions at once, which is called diffusion or scattering. There are two
kinds of diffusion; diffuse transmission and diffuse reflectance.

-

he difference in refractive index between the two materials

-

The size and shape of the particles in the diffusing material compared to the wavelength of the light

For example the molecules in air happen to be the right size to scatter light with shorter wavelength, giving us blue sky.
(Look at Van Derlofske, John, “Illumination Fundamentals”, Lighting research center, 1990) Scattering Light waves are
deflected by gas molecules and small particles of dust, ash, and ice in the atmosphere. Clouds also scatter solar radiation
that passes through them (diffuse radiation). (http://myweb.cwpost.liu.edu/vdivener/ers_1/chap_4.htm)

VII. As we mentioned the we can have mix of different phenomena in interaction of light with material

VIII. In classical physics, the diffraction phenomenon is described as the interference of waves according to the Huygens–Fresnel principle. These characteristic behaviors are exhibited when a wave encounters an obstacle or a slit that is
comparable in size to its wavelength. Similar effects occur when a light wave travels through a medium with a varying refractive index, or when a sound wave travels through a medium with varying acoustic impedance. Diffraction occurs with
all waves, including sound waves, water waves, and electromagnetic waves such as visible light, X-rays and radio waves.
Diffuse transmission and diffuse reflection

Since physical objects have wave-like properties (at the atomic level), diffraction also occurs with matter and can be studied
according to the principles of quantum mechanics. Italian scientist Francesco Maria Grimaldi coined the word “diffraction”
and was the first to record accurate observations of the phenomenon in 1660”. (Grimaldi, Francesco Maria, Physico mathesis de lumine, coloribus, et iride, aliisque annexis libri duo, Bologna, 1665, page 2)

The amount of diffuse transmission or reflection that occurs when light moves through one material to strike another
material depends on two factors:
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So when light travel from one material to the other one such from air to the glass or water if refract bends and change
velocity and refraction depends on two factors: the incident angle and the reflective index of material. (Table 13)

Diffraction of light

IX. To study the reflection and transmission of light at a material interface, we will examine three distinct waves traveling
in the directions ki, kr, and kt as depicted in the Fig. 3.1. In the upcoming development, we will refer to Fig. 3.1 often. We
assume a planar boundary between the two materials. The index ni characterizes the material on the left, and the index nt
characterizes the material on the right. ki species an incident plane wave making an angle _i with the normal to the interface. kr species a reflected plane wave making an angle _r with the interface normal. These two waves exist only to the left
of the interface. kt species a transmitted plane wave making an angle _t with the interface normal. The transmitted wave
exists only to the right of the material interface.

Figure 2-34, Incident, reflected, and transmitted plane wave fields at a material interface.
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Table--- Indexes of refraction for various materials, measured with light wavelength 589 nm in vacuum.
For example a light ray entering a piece of crown glass from the air at an incident angle of 45’ bends to a refracted angle
of 28’, as shown befor.

Figure 2-35, Reflection example
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Refraction and colors (Newton established that refraction causes the dispersion of light into its constituent hues. He
named seven colors, in symmetry with the seven distinct notes in the Western musical scale)
Figure 2-36

X. Light by definition is a type of electromagnetic radiation that is emitted when charged particles, or photos move. This
energy, which is characterized by its frequency of wavelength, is part of continues range of radiation calls electromagnetic
spectrum. Visible light is this spectrum whose wavelengths are recognized and processed by receptor in our eyes. What we
perceive as visible light is defined as the range of wavelengths that fall between ultraviolet and infrared radiation between
380 and 780 nanometers. Color within this visible spectrum are distinguished by either a single wavelength or a range
of wavelength are called pure spectral, or monochromic, colors, and are purple. However, the majority of the colors we
see are actually imposed of a range of wavelength, and white light is the combination of many visible wavelengths mixed
together.
Colored material like glass can filter light and through transmission of light, colored light can be appear.
Refraction Light (or any other kind of) waves are refracted (bent) as they pass from one medium to another such as from
space to the atmosphere or from the air into water.

What we precept as visible light is defined as the range of wavelengths that fall between 380 and 780 nanometers. Colors
that can be defined by a single wavelength are called pure spectral or monochromatic colors and are labeled by hue: red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple. However the majority of the colors we see are actually composed of a range of
wavelengths and white light is the combination of many visible
wavelengths mixed together.

XI. Light has an important influence in human’s mind and moods. color trophy is s psychological usage of color’s influences. Color psychology is the study of hues as a determinant of human behavior.
In meditation of some Indian religion, Lotus and main symbolic colors are together in the concept of Chakra. Light and
colors as levels and layers of light. any Chakra has one of the main colors which are points of energy in the body (nonphysical body)

Shorter wavelengths (blue) are scattered more than longer wavelengths (red). So when we look at air that sunlight is
passing through, the air doesn’t appear clear, it is blue because there is more blue light scattered than red light.
When the sun is on the horizon at sunrise and sunset the sky appears orange/red because the light rays must pass through
a much greater distance through the atmosphere than when the sun is overhead. The shorter wavelengths of light are lost
by scattering, leaving only the long wavelengths (yellow/orange/red) to color the sky.
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Chakras and their colors and symbols
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Specular, Spread and Diffuse reflection from a surface

XII. Reflection and Material «As we know from everyday experience, when light arrives at an interface between materials
it is partially reflected and partially transmitted. We will derive expressions for the amount of reflection and transmission.
The results depend on the angle of incidence (i.e. the angle between k and the normal to the surface) as well as on the
orientation of the electric field».(Peatross, Justin, Ware, Michael, Physics of Light and Optics, 2008, P.59)
When a wave crosses the boundary between two media with different optical properties, the energy will be partially reflected. The rest will be absorbed or transmitted through the new medium. Light also changes velocity at the boundary.
This causes any ray except those parallel with the normal to change direction. This change in direction is called refraction.

13

There are three general type of reflection: specular, spread and diffuse. Specular reflections demonstrate the
low of reflection, which states that the angle between the incident ray and a line that is normal (perpendicular) to the
surface is equal to the angle between called the Incident angle.

XIV. The reflection through colored material can let the light appear colored to eye.

Electromagnetic spectrum: visible light
Figure 2-11, Low of reflection
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Third chapter
Visual elements, visual principles and light in spiritual architectural spaces
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Introduction

3-1 Visual elements and light in space

Elements of design and visual principles such point, line,

Elements of architectural design described in this chapter
are point, line and shape which are fundamental as bases
of using light in spiritual spaces. Knowing these elements
can inform architect how to use light to lead the space to
communicate with human in different ways.

shape and form, position and direction of light, contrast,
Figure 1, Point

unity, rhythm and texture will be described in this chapter. This elements and principals are basic analyze system
and frame work in which spirituality in architecture can
be implied. Vision is one of the most important senses of

3-1-1 Point

human in relation with architecture. All elements have a

The Point is the smallest and most basic and minimal visual
unit in which can be used to indicate location or position as
a pointer and make visual space. Point has relation to the
whole of space2. Points behave as a kind of gravity. A shiny
point of light in a dark space can be attention point and
provides a contrast and is strongly attractive without any
movement and dynamic. It provides a visual focus in the
silence like a moon in the dark sky. (Figures 1 and 2)

deep relation with using light because without light nothing can be appear. Visual elements can be considered as

Figure 2, Point attracts eye with extreme force

words and visual principles as grammar to talk through architectural language. the internal world created through
visual effects and light can imply depth, movement, visual silence, lightness and weight, visual silence and visual idle talk in which with knowing them, the creation of
effective spiritual space through what we know about a
held in common for interfaith spiritual space will be possible. «Light and vision create the world that the majority

From left; Figure 3, Battistero, Florence,
begun by 1113, Figure 4, Santa Maria di
Carignano, Genoa, 1549–72

of us inhabit in architecture. They reveal a depth of our
perceived worlds that is incomprehensible with other hu-

A point can be also used to indicate the sizes and by the
repetition of it, relation between them can represent the
dynamic and visual pleasure. «Point can represent a point
of measure or be used as decoration. It can add texture or

man’s senses».1

1
See: Descottes, Herve , Architectural Lighting:, Designing with
Light and Space, 2011
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In figures 3 and 4, point of light have all properties which
have already explained. In the top of these domes, aperture of light seems points in the space in which light enters
and attract the attention without any dynamic.

Figure 5

2
See: Learner, Ruth, Visual communication designs, East Melbourne,2012
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tone»3. (Figure 5)

3-1-2 Line

It seems to have a visual movement between these points
and the property of attention is not exists here anymore.
They are working as invisible lines which mind follows
them. They can represent the texture and seem as starry
sky when we use light points in the architectural space.

Line can be produced by moving or imagination of movement of points in space. It can represent a single dimension
length. However there is a dynamic with light lines in the
space which the direction of line can create dynamic space.
Light can be straight, curved, jagged, wiggly or irregular and
combined with other elements in space to create a visual
composition. The weight and quality of the line may imply
different characters and express different feelings4.Repetition of lines in the same direction creates rhythm and implies movement and also time perception.

Scale and size of points in compare to the space can determine it as point or shape. (Figures 6) In Ronchamp Figure 6, Ronchamp, Le Corbusier, Ronchurch, there is a visual dynamic between points. Virtual champ, 1954
paths between points doesn’t let eye to focus while the
big window beside them attracts the attention. There is
a strong point of attention in collaboration with smaller
point which creates a semi dynamic composition. In figure
8, points are positioned as a pattern or texture. They cannot be seen one by one and also because of their distance
and their composition, there is less possibility of imagination of virtual lines between them. So there is shiny textural space with a visual pleasure in which eye cannot be
fix of any of them.

Horizontal lines present calm and quit feeling while the vertical line of light suggest strong stability demonstrate power and strength and catch eye to move along it. Line also
refers to directionality in the space. (Figures 8-13)

Figure 7, Saint-Pierre Church, Le Corbusier
José Oubrerie, Firminy, 2006
3
Learner, Ruth, Visual communication designs, East Melbourne,2012, P.40
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4
See: Learner, Ruth, Visual communication designs, East Melbourne,2012
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Figure 8, Mausoleodelle Fosse Ardeatine, Rome, 1949

Figure 9, St. Francis of Assisi, Zurich, 2008
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Figure 10, St Agnese Church, Berlin, 1966
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3-1-2-1 Angled line
Angled line of light has another potential which can imply
different characters depend on the angle. 90 degree angled
line is strongest one with a point of attention in the corner
of it. It seems extremely stable two different directions.
Less than 90 degree angle can be more expressive with
more energy. It has the same point of attention and also
potential of directionality. (Figures 14-15)

Figure 11, Hurva synagogue, Louis Kahn,
Jerusalem, 1968

Figure 12, Rainbow church, Seoul, 2006
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Figure 13, Crematorium Baumschulenweg, Shultes Frank
Architeckten, Berlin, 1998

From the left: Figure 14, San Josemaría Escrivá Church, Javier Sordo Madaleno Bringas, Mexico, 2008, Figure
15, Chapel of Ignatius, Steven Holl Architects, Seattle, 1997
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Cross of two lines provides angled lines and implies a visual
tension and emphasis in central point. But there is movement along lines in for directions of the space and the dynamic of straight lines with 90 degree angle implies protection and stability. (Figures 16-19)

Frop to lefr: Figure 16, Holy redeemer church, Menis arquitectos, Tenerife, 2008, Figure 17, Cappella Di
Mare, Tadao Ando, Awaji, Figure 18, Church of Light, Tadao Ando, Osaka, 1989, Figure 19, Church of Seed,
O Studio Architects, Guangdong, 2011
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In figure 20 the form of cross has provided with the opposite effect of light; shadow. It is variable and turns in
the space and changes during the day with daily change
of sun’s situation.

The role of natural light in spiritual spaces

3-1-2-2 Curved lines
Curved line of light implies emotion, vitality, subtle and
tender with soft dynamic in the space5. It has also semi
effect of uncompleted circle6 with some of its potentials.
(Figures 21-23)

Figure 20, San Bernardo Chapel, Nicolás Campodonico, La Playosa, 2015

Figure 21, Saint Benedict Chapel, Zumthor,
Sumvitg, 1988

5
See: Learner, Ruth, Visual communication designs, East Melbourne, 2012
6
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It will be described
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3-1-2-3 Diagonal line
Diagonal line of light is dynamic and full of energy and
strongly expressive in the space. This kind of light has potential of directionality to create a visual movement along
it. (Figure 24) It can be toward the point of attention in the
space. In our case, the shiny line of light can create a movement along it toward the main light point of attention with
its dynamic which can be strongly effective. (Figures 25)

From the top: Figure 22, Community
of Christ Temple in Independence,
Missouri, 1994, Figure 23, Harajuku
Church, Ciel Rouge, Tokyo, 2005
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Figure 25, Church Santo Volto,
Mario Botta, Turin, 2006

Figure 24, Chapel in Valleacerón, S.M.A.O, Castille la
ancha, 2001
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3-1-3 Shape or Form

3-1-3-1 Circle

Space is determined by form and shape. In a simple
definition, shape is the defined space contained within
lines which has two dimensions7. In our case when we
talk about light in architectural, it can be shape of light
entrances and windows which creates three dimensional
forms in the architectural space.

Circle can imply purity and Perfectionality. It hasn’t the potential of direction and the dynamic of this shape or form is
turning around the center. The main point of circle is focusing on the center. As it has no direction in this shape, it cannot imply the time which has always direction. The circle
form or shape of light in the space will represent timeless
and unique phenomena9.

The shape can imply and express different characters in
the space. «Shape can be organic, geometric, abstract
or symbolic and can be used in conjunction with other
elements to create form or pattern. It be can used to
simplify complex objects for effective space»8. There are
three geometrical certain basic shapes which have different characters. There are also organic shapes which
are usually with curve edges. Shape of light can be also
visible with the reflection of light radiate on a surface like
wall. As has been explained, light is physically visible in
interaction with material. (Figure 26)

The circle symbolizes the sacred sky and represents the
cosmic elements such the sun and moon. In many spiritual spaces like domes, this form represents all its potentials
with light’s potentials to imply perfection, purity and spirituality10. (Figures 27-29)

8
7
See: Learner, Ruth, Visual communication designs, East
Melbourne,2012
8
Ibid, P.41
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Figure 26, Cymbalista Synagogue and Jewish Heritage Center, Mario Botta, Tel Aviv,
199

9
10

The directionality of time will be described in next chapter
See: http://www.sunsigns.org/square-symbol-meaning/
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Figure 27, Sant’Andrea Mantua, Mantua, 1470–76
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Figure 28, Martin Luther Church, Hainburg an der Donau,
Coop Himmelb(l)au, 2011
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3-1-3-2 Square
The square form has a strong structure and stability provided by straight and rigid lines which has four 90 degree angles. It’s not flexible at all and has four points of attention.
It implies stability and dependability to the physical rules
of the earth. It has less potential of imagination and has
a logical structure. It is most safe and trustable shape and
lead the space to be calmed, solid, and equal.
The square has opposite character of circle which implies
cosmic spiritual atmosphere. It has the characteristic of
the physical world, land and ground. The square structure
focuses on the points of the compass. It can indicate directions of east, west, north and south. It can also symbolize the four main elements and essences of the world: air,
earth, fire, and water.

Figure 29, UNESCO Meditation Space, Tadao Ando, Paris, 1995

«Buddhists believe that a square inside a circle will
symbolize the human and the divine in a relationship»11.
Using this form for windows or apertures of light is the
mix of reality and spirituality in which light as the symbol
of spirituality, appears in an un-heavenly and stable worldly frame. This is not metaphysical light and implies logical
phenomena instead of divinity. (Figures 30-34)

11
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Figure 31, Parish Church of Santa Monica,Vicens & Ramos, Rivas-Vaciamadrid, Madrid, 2008

Figure 30, Glass Temple, Takashi Yamaguchi, Kyoto, 2000
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Figure 32, Church di San Floriano di Gavassa, Gavassa, 2010
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From the top: Figure 33, Penzberg cubic mosque, Jasarevic
Architekten, Berlin, 2005 Figure 34, Sainte Marie de La Tourette, Le Corbusier, Éveux, 1956- 1960
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3-1-3-3 Triangle
According to Arnheim, Different triangles have distinctly
various visual characters which cannot be inferred from
their actual shape, but only from the structural skeleton
their shape creates by induction12. The resulting skeleton
of each triangle derives from its contour through the «law
of simplicity: the resulting skeleton is the simplest structure obtainable with the given shape»13.Generally triangle
has strung ad stable character with sharp and expressive
angles. It implies protection with an extremely strong energy with oriented arrow. It can be used for lead view toward any direction in the space. The connotation of triangle is trust and permanence with the important feature of
directionality toward the closest angle which can be used
perfectly in order to design spiritual space. Directionality
in spiritual space will be described in last chapter. (Figures
35-39)

From tope left: Figure 35, Congregation Shaarey Zedek, Southfield- Michigan, 1962, Figure 36, Cardboard Ca-

12
1974
13
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See: Arnheim, Rudolf, Art and visual perception, California,

thedral, Shigeru Ban, Christchurch Central City, 2013, Figure 37, Hyvinkää Church, Aarno Ruusuvuori, Hyvinkää,
1961, Figure 38, Holy Rosary Church Complex, Trahan Architects, Louisiana, 2004

Ibid, P. 35
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3-2 Visual principles
Introduction
Visual principles which in our case are direction, rhythm,
texture, contrast and harmony are fundamental in architectural design and specially in using light in the space. Applying knowledge of visual design which means knowing the
effects of visual elements in collaboration with visual principles can help to create architectural spaces with specific
characters.

3-2-1 Direction and position of light
Position and direction of light are important features in
characterizing the spiritual space. «In general, any location
which coincides with a feature of the structural skeleton
introduces an element of stability, which may be counteracted by other factors»14.

Figure 39, Bruder Klaus Field Chapel, Peter Zumthor, Mechernich, 2007

Light can be consider as a medium that can be directed,
managed, formed, composed and channeled in order to determine the character and quality of space in architecture.
«The form of light is governed by the principle of direction
and distribution, which concerns the aim, shape, and beam
14
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Arnheim, Rudolf, Art and Visual Perception, California, 1974
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characteristics of a light source. A narrow beam can cut
through a space to highlight a specific place, while a wide
beam might illuminate a great area, expanding one’s visual grasp of his or her surroundings. These are the physical
dimensions and phenomenological potentials of light that
the principle of direction and distribution govern»15. There
is the potential of change the meaning of space through
sculpting light and using it in different directions and posi-

The role of natural light in spiritual spaces

3-2-1-1 Top Light
The perception of the visual weight depends on the direction and position of light in the space. When the entrance
of light is located in top, the attraction point would be on
the top and down celling may seem heavier. Direct light falling in the space provides strong shadow which is expressive
and have dramatic effect. (Figures 40-52)

tions and make it more effective. It can transform perceptions of space easily. Up-light, bottom-light and side- light
are three main direction and position of light in the space
which can emphasize on different points and produce different atmospheres. Usually light seems less heavy than
darkness. «The objective, physical vertical (gravitational)
direction. Retinal orientation: The (purely) view-centered
orientation. Note that, although weight counts more
in the upper part of visual space, we are accustomed to
experiencing the normal visual situation as bottom-heavy,
i.e., the bottom is usually more crowded than the top»16

15
See: Descottes, Herve , Architectural Lighting:, Designing
with Light and Space, 2011, P.70
16
Arnheim, Rudolf Art and Visual Perception, California, 1974
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Figure 40, Dome over the tomb of Crist, Holy Sepulcher
church, Jerusalem, 335 A.C
Figure 41, Glass Temple, Takashi Yamaguchi, Kyoto, 2000
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Figure 42, Jubilee Church, Richard Meier, Rome, 2003

Figure 43, Bruder Klaus Field Chapel, Peter
Zumthor, Mechernich, 2007
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From the left: Figure 45, UNESCO Meditation Space, Tadao Ando, Paris, 1994
Figure 46, Shah Nematollah Vali Shrine, Mahan, 1436
Figure 47, White Temple, Takashi Yamaguchi, 2000

Figure 44, The Cathedral of St. Mary of the Assumption,
Pietro Belluschi and Pier-Lui gi Nerv, 1962
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Figure 51, Domes and top light

From the left: Figure 48, Water Temple, Tadao Ando, Hyogo, 1991
Figure 51, Domes and top light
Figure 49, San Sigismondo, Cremona, begun 1463
Figure 50, MIT chapel, Eero Saarinen, Massachusetts, 1955

Figure 52, top light
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3-2-1-2 Light Bottom
When light enters from bottom, all the space seems disconnected from the earth and less heavy. Visual weight
precepts on the top which is opposite of what accustomed
to see normally.
When the light locates under the walls, space would be
precept suspended. Light cuts of the visual relation between walls and earth. It seems to be disconnected from
the base of architectural space, earth. Directionality of this
space with bottom light is toward down. (Figures 53-54)

From the left: Figure 53, , Jubilee Church, Richard Meier, Rome, 2003
Figure 54 MIT chapel, Eero Saarinen, Massachusetts, 1955
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3-2-3-3 Side light
Side-light from windows is illuminating the space and objects in a natural way. (Figure 55)
The attention point in this case is in the horizontal direction toward the natural view of human. As this kind of
lighting is more familiar for the mind, the space seems
calmer without any special visual effect. When light enters
from windows on the walls, (in any shape) attracts attracts
and moves around the space between the light points
and shapes and follow them. Illumination of the space
depends on the size of windows. There is also possibility
of interaction between inside and outside which doesn’t
let the worshiper to concern on the transcendence as the
main goal of spiritual space. On the other hand, with side
light, the real and natural time is more recognizable because of direct connection with the nature and the possibility of seeing the position of sun and presenting world
time. (Figure 56-59)

Figure 55, Different kinds of Side light
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From the left: Figure 56, Chapel of the Holy Cross, Marguerite Brunswig Staude, Sedona, 1956
Figure 57, Church of savior on spilled blood, St. Petersburg, 1907
Figure 58, Church of Seed, O Studio Architects, Guangdong, 2011
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Figure 59, Blue mosque (Sultan Ahmed Mosque), Sedefkar mehmed aga, Istanbul,1616
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With semitransparent materials or filtered martials in Side
light windows, light doesn’t shine strongly and has not
more sharp shadows. In this method, illuminating is more
important than attracting attention and space seems
more calm with less perception of special mood. There
is no interaction between inside and outside which is a
positive point for spiritual space. In some Islamic spiritual
spaces, it can be useful because of the rule of daily pray
related to the sun’s situation on the sky. In this case side
light can collaborate with other light sources like top light
of the dome. This is what in Islamic ideology exists as we
have mentioned before God is the creator of light, and all
believers in God are out of the darkness into His marvel- Figure 60, Yesil Vadi Mosque,
Istanbul, 2004
ous light. «God is the light of heavens (skyes) and earth».17
Although it’s match with this ideology, the visual effect of
light is more expressive in contrast with the darkness. (Figures 60-66)

Figure 61, Chiesa di Nostra Signora della Misericordia, Angelo Mangiarotti, Bruno
Morassutti, Baranzate,
1957
17
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Qur’an 24:35

Figure 62, Al Khor Mosque, Muscat

From the left: Figure 63, Chiesa di Nostra Signora della Misericordia, Angelo Mangiarotti, Bruno Morassutti,
Baranzate, 1957
Figure 64, Ronchamp, Le Corbusier, Notre Dame Du Haut, 1954
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Light can also enter indirectly with reflection. In this case
source of light is hiding and effect of light is visible through
reflection of materials.

Figure 66, Sultan Salahuddin Abdul Aziz
Shah Mosque in Shah Alam, 1988

Light can just illuminate the space with diffused light while
it can’t give the view of outside. This is representing light
instead of presenting absolute light. Materials or objects
are illuminating in this method. (Figures 67-68)

From the left: Figure 67, San Paolo a Dielsdorf, Zurigo, Svizzera, 1963, Figure 68, Santa Ana church, Miguel
Fisac, Madrid, 1965
Figure 65, Nasir Al-Mulk Mosque, Shiraz, 1888
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3-2-2 Rhythm and movement
Rhythm can be defined as repetition of visual elements
such line, color, shape. Rhythm can be percept as a movement, music and also the time. As the essence of time has
rhythm and direction, there is a deep relation between
perception of time and visual movement of rhythm is the
space. It can define the path which eye follows and can
arrive through this path to a special point of attention.
Rhythm has the potential of directionality is the space.
In figure 69 rhythms are leading the mind to be confused
because of exaggerating in the use of this element in different directions. Shadows, lights, forms and colors have
a visual movement without and specific direction. There
is just illusion of movement around inside the space and
all these movements are not leading the eye to a certain
point of concern or attention.
In figure 70 the space has a special direction through
rhythm but it’s toward a wall with indirect light which
is not enough to represent the transcendence. The wall
can block and stop the mind after all directionalities and
movements in the front of this wall.

Figure 69, Church of San Giovanni Battista, Mario Botta, Mogno, 1996
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Figure 70, Sancaklar Mosque, Emre Arolat, Istanbul, 2012
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Figure 71 is presenting the role of rhythm in composition
of space which has created a visual movement through a
path. This direction is horizontal and in the natural direction of daily life18.
In figure 72 rhythm has just created visual pleasure in
the space. There is no directionality or time perception
through the element of rhythm in this space. In figure
73rhythms surrounded the space and not lead the space
to be directed. In figure 74 Rhythm of light and shadow
implies visual direction toward a path.
Figure 71, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque,
Abu Dhabi, 2007

Figure 72, Ensemble Pastoral Catholique Atelierd’Architecture
Brenac-Gonzalez, Boulogne-Billancourt, 2011
Figure 73, The Rock Church, Helsinki, 1969
Figure 74, Chapel of Reconciliation, Berlin, 2000
18

This concept will be described in the last chapter.
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3-2-3 Texture and pattern
Repetition or alternation of one or more component imply
pattern with its feature which is visual unity and pleasure.
Any visual element such point, line and shape can be used
to create a pattern19. «Alternation can create more complex patterns than those created by repetition alone. Examples of application include architecture facades and interior decoration; textile and wallpaper design»20. Texture
or pattern can also filter the light in the space. In Islamic
architecture using abstract patterns is a tradition which
control the light and illuminate all the space. (Figures 7579)

Figure 76, Sheikh Lotfollah mosque, Isfahan, 1619

Figure 75, Kapsarc Mosque, HOK, Riyadh, 2014

19
See: Learner, Ruth, Visual communication designs, East
Melbourne,2012
20
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Figure 77, Assyafaah Mosque, Forum Architects-Tan Kok
Hiang, Singapore, 2004

Ibid, P.42
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Figure 78, Al-Rifa’i
Mosque (Royal Mosque), Cairo, 1869
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Figure 79, Jali’s Around the Tomb of Salim Chishti,
Fatehpur Sikri, 1581
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3-2-4 Unity and harmony
Unity means the harmony of the whole composition. «The
parts of a composition made to work together as a total visual theme»1. Harmony in visual design means all parts of
the visual elements relate to each other and complement
each other. Harmony pulls the pieces of a visual image
together. Harmony can be achieved through composition
and also repetition and rhythm. Repetition reemphasizes
visual units, connecting parts and creating an area of attention. Rhythm is the flow depicted in a visual. Rhythm
helps direct eye movement.
Patterns or shapes and composition can help achieve the
harmony. By repeating patterns in an interesting arrangement, the various visual images come together.
«Unity is the relationship among the elements of a visual
that helps all the elements function together. Unity gives
a sense of oneness to a visual image. In other words, the
words and the images work together to create meaning»2.
This rule can be used in order to create an effective spiritual space which can imply the transcendence idea of absolute unity as God. (Figures 8-85)

21
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From the left: Figure 80, Selimiye Mosque, Mimar Sinan, Edirne, 1574
Figure 81, Aya Sophia, Istanbul
Figure 82, San t’Ivo alla Sapienza, Rome, 1642–50

Frome left: Figure 83, San Matteo, Martino Doria, Genoa, 1125
Figure 84, Duomo Padua, Padua, remodeled 1552
Figure 85, Sheikh Lotfollah mosque, Isfahan, 1619
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There is also another important point in the composition
of spiritual space to imply unity after all harmonies in composition. When the space has just one point of attention it
represents the sense of unity which is fundamental in the
spiritual space. (Figure 86)
In figure 87 there are two points of attention in which
doesn’t let the mind to concern on a unique point of concern as the transcendental unity23 and focuses on it. The
main aim of spiritual space is leading the mind to through
elements and in our case through light to concern of a
unique Being24 as God.

Figure 87, AD Classics, Rochester, Louis Kahn, Rochester, 1969

Figure 86 Bruder Klaus Field Chapel, Peter
Zumthor, Mechernich, 2007
23
24
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23
24

This concept has been described in the first chapter
This concept will be described in the next chapter
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3-2-5 Contrast
Contrast can imply visual tension and hierarchy of light
and darkness in the space.
Contrast is one of the most effective principles to make
the light extremely visible with the use of darkness as
the opposite of this phenomena. This is a way to create a
shiny point of attention in which both darkness and light
can collaborate together to make each other appear as an
absolute phenomeno n. In figure 88 harmony of forms
and rhythms, contrast with top pointed light as a point of
attention and central composition with vertical directionality toward light, have imply the spirituality as an absolute, strong and unique phenomena in the space.

Figure 88, Pantheon, Rome
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Fourth chapter
Ontological study of light in the spiritual spaces
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Introduction
People may pray differently in different kinds of spiritual spaces with different names which can be considered
as diversity not division but what is important is the main
idea of all religions which can be discussed in the ontological study and its main question; question of Being. This
dissertation aims to bring to light common point of different religions through ontological study as departure point
and with using its concepts as tool bar to arrive to the interfaith spiritual space as a target.
In this chapter there are ontological concepts which will
be investigated through viewpoints of architecture. Being
in this dissertation has been used as a most important
common point of all religions which because this Being
essentially hide itself, the direct and clear question of the
Being was transformed always to different forms and added to traditions and myths in any culture. In the contemporary philosophy and ontology, Heidegger succeeded to
arrive to the pure main departure point of his philosophy
and raised the bold question of Being (in german: saein) in
his important book Being and Time which can be consider
as one of the most important books ever in the philosophy
of 20th century.
This dissertation aims to apply key words of Heidegger
in his ontological philosophy as a tool bar to understand
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what is spirituality and relation of with Being (Dasein and
Saein) and try to convert these theories in the interfaith architectural spiritual space. Some of his main concepts such
Being (German: Sein), Dasein (Being here/there as human
being), Life-world, Being-in-the-world, throwness, care
or concern (German: Sorge), Being-toward-death, mood,
time, directionality, Aletheia (Ancient Greek: ἀλήθεια) and
clearing (German: Lichtung) are applicable in the architecture of spiritual spaces.
To start talking about spirituality in architectural space, we
need to start from Dasein (Being here/there) as human being, his being in the world and Being as the main concept
related to the spirituality. Perhaps during the history of architecture, one of the first architectural public spaces was
spiritual space. Human has been always in the fear of unknown world and phenomena, being toward death and his
situation and throwness1 in the world. His existence spatial in the world and in this spatiality he is directional and
temporal. There is deep relation between space and time2
and this concepts are important to consider in the architectural design and in our case spiritual space. Dasein lives
in his life-worlds. This dissertation divided his being in two
main different category; first life-world which is horizontal
toward everyday life-world with world time definition and
1 Throwness describe humans’ individual existences as being thrown
(geworfen) into the world
2 Einstein in his theory has explain Space-Time
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with concern on beings and things which is there and second life-world which we name it Spiritual life-world which
is here and has vertical direction with concern on Being
and the time of it is present. To concern on Being first he
concerns on Being-toward-death and this leads him to
have moods such anxiety and get him disclosed and open
for the moment of vision Being appears itself to him as
a timeless reality. Disclosure and openness are happening
in the darkness of the mood of anxiety and light of Being
appears itself in this darkness in the moment of vision and
Dasein becomes Lichtung to get the Light (Licht) of Being.
In the architecture of spiritual space, Desein tries to create
a spiritual life-world and be In this space and disconnected from everydayness and world time and be present to
get over of his fear of time Being toward death. Here he
can concern to Being instead of mortal beings and become
Lichtung. Darkness, absolute light as Being, directionality
of light in the space, present as the time of spiritual space
and Lichtung are main points of spiritual space which will
be discussed in this chapter.

The role of natural light in spiritual spaces

4-1 Spirituality as the question of Being
The relation between human and Being is the main
concept of spirituality which we want to discuss in this
chapter. Heidegger is the first contemporary thinker in the
world who raised the question concerning on the concept of Being3 in his important book Being and Time4. It’s
because this Being essentially hides itself and Heidegger
compares it to a light or Lightning. The philosophical absolute concept of Being can be consider as the origin of all
believes in the history of spirituality and religions. Through
this view point our research can arrive to the interfaith
spiritual space for human being with any kind of believes.

3 See: Heidegger, Martin, Einführung in die Metaphysik (Introduction
to Metaphysics) 1953
4 See: Being and Time (1927), is considered one of the most important philosophical works of the 20th century by Heidegger
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4-2 Human being as Dasein

with or without others7 .

Instead of human being, the word Dasein will be used to
get more close to the concept of spirituality. It regards to
the way of existence of human being in the world.

Architecture with all potentials and components and in
our case, with using light can create different life-worlds.
The phenomenological conception of the life-world surrogate the above treated natural conceptions of the world.
According to the complete phenomenological conception,
the life-world is the horizon which all of the other worlds,
the worlds of perceptual objectivity, scientific objectivity,
and pre-scientific interests, are vocalized and given. However the life-world is to put it in a formula of transcendental
philosophy. It is the condition of the possibility of all different worlds qua worlds of natural conception. The phenomenological reduction of the natural conception of the world
to the transcendental phenomenological conception of the
life-world motivates the considerations on the life-world
as the a priori horizon of transcendental subjectivity. The
phenomenological reductions require an extension that
will accomplish these considerations 8 . The core of perception in life-world is deeply rooted in action, evaluation,
communication, cultural and religious achievement. These
pluralized worlds of perceptual dimension of existence can
establish social and cultural practice which involve directly
with architectural space as their framework. In addition it’s
essentially necessary to consider that perceptual meaning
is derivable from practical activates. As the act and goal of

«In German, Dasein is the vernacular term for existence,
as in I am pleased with my existence»5. This team has been
used before Heidegger by different philosophers such Nietzsche and Hegel which means human presence or existence in his philosophy. The word Dasein which comes from
Da and Saein literally means being here/there. Heidegger
uses Dasein to refer specific existence and experience of
being for human being in the world. This world is there in
the familiar world and here in his moods. He believes that
this that this discussion is not get tide up words such soul,
person, spirit or consciousness. Dasein is a special and new
approaching of all of them but without any connotation6 .

4-3 Life-world of Dasein and light in the spiritual space
4-3-1 Life –world
Dasein lives in the world and any situation of his being has
its mood and can be consider as a possibility. Dasein has
different life-world with divided to different atmospheres
and experiences of spaces and ways of being in the space
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5 Childers, Joseph , Columbia Dictionary of Modern Literary and
Cultural Criticism, Columbia, 1995, P. 70
6. See: Ibid, Childers, Joseph

7
One of the important aspects of Dasein in the life is being-withthe-others which can be discussed in the discourse of architecture.
8
See: Carr, David, Phenomenology and the Problem of History
Evanston, Chicago, 1974
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ent at-hand, or about present-at-hand relations to entities
from which Dasein is descended or with which Dasein has
subsequently wound up in some sort of commerce».10 . this
concept in totally different with throwness which describes
humans individual existences as being thrown (geworfen)
into the world without knowing where from and toward
death11. This consciousness is the first step of Dasein to be
aware about his existence while falling makes him unconscious about his existential situation in the world.

spiritual space and also communication in somehow has
its own special possibility, here in the architecture we can
apply the philosophical concept of life –world to can divide architectural space in various types and categories. In
our case to can bring to light special dimensions of spiritual space as a context of special transcendental possibility,
we just divide life-world into two main stream; Daily lifeworld and spiritual life-world.

4-3-2 Light and visual Idle talk and daily life-world
Daily life-world is a ways of being is average everydayness
as being there 9. «Idle talk, curiosity and ambiguity characterize the way in an everyday manner of Being-in-theworld as definite existential characteristics. In these, and
in the way they are interconnected in their Being, there is
revealed a basic kind of Being which belongs to everydayness; we call this the falling of Dasein. In falling, Dasein itself as factical Being-in-the-world is something from what
has already fallen away. And it has not fallen into some
entity which I upon for the first time in the course of its
Being, or even one which It has not come upon at all; it has
fallen into the world. Which itself belongs to its Being. Falling is a definite existential characteristic of Dasein itself.
It makes no assertion about Dasein as something pres9 See: Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962
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Figure 1, church of the Colonia Güell, Antoni Gaudi, Antoni Gaudi, Santa Coloma
de Cervelló, ,1898
Visual Idle talk, being everywhere and
nowhere and falling in the daily lifeworld instead of being in the spiritual
life-world

To explain Daily life-world and spiritual life-world, we would
return to the word Dasein which means being here/there.
There are two kinds of being there for Dasein which one
of them defines daily life-world and the other one defines
spiritual life-world. The first there is falling of Dasein there
in the world and the second one is existential constitution
of there which leads his being toward the consciousness in
concerning on Being. These two life worlds have two different directions which will be described. «In both cases this
will be attained by Interpreting some concrete mode which
is important for the subsequent problematic»12 .
Consequently, visual Idle-talk with exaggerating in forms
and using lights in multiplied appearance lead the space
to become a daily life-world and Dasein would fall into the
10 Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962, P.220 11 According to the first course of Heidegger in 1919-1920, in which he used this word
to underline its theology origins no more so present in the wrong throwness
used by him after Being and Time.
12 Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962, P.171-172 (Part 133)
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space with curiosity and concerning on beings. (Figures
1-2)

disconnected from outside without any visual interaction
and sight. Transparent walls or eye level windows with the
possibility of having sight don’t let the mind to get off on
objects and even nature of outside in the everyday lifeworld. With visual interaction between outside and inside,
Dasein cannot concern on the transcendence and Being in
the space because of curiosity and concerning on beings
and falls into the daily life-world. It needs to have a space
without any interaction between inside and outside. In figure 3 and 4 can be seen how the concern is on the nature
and Dasein is toward there of outside and daily life-world
instead of turning back to himself and experience being In
the spiritual possibility of concern itself and Being. In figure
5 because of disconnecting from outside, Dasein can experience the possibility of being in the spiritual life-world.

4-3-3 Light in the spiritual life-world; visual silence or
harmony
In the case of spiritual life-world, the action, communication and evaluation of spiritual space, tied on the main
question of Dasein which has been dev in point as Being
or God. Praying and concerning on unique God (all Abrahamic religions are believe on a same unique God), with
or without symbols, is what constitute this life-world. This
is a possibility in which one can turn to himself from there
of falling in the daily life-world to here. Light as holy and
sacred element ever in myths and religions can be considered as a common element to imply and represent the
transcendence in an interfaith spiritual space and make it
effective for every believer. This space can be a possibility
for authentic presence of Dasein in the other level of its
being in the world which has other concerns and other
act and community. Dasein turns to itself and gets ready
to be faced on Being (Sein). Being can just be appeared
in disclosedness and mood of possibility of disconnecting
from everydayness and daily life-world. It’s the possibility
which lead Dasein to turn back from there of everydayness or daily life-world to here of authentic presence. To
achieve this goal and create the space with this possibility
in architecture of spiritual space, the space needs to be
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Figure3, The Tree of Life Chapel, António
Jorge Fontes, Asbjörn Andresen, André
Fontes, Braga, Portugal
Interaction between inside and outside;
Concern on outside and nature, curiosity
and being in the daily life-world instead of
being in the spiritual life-world
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Figure 4, Masjid Al Irsyad, Urbane Indonesia, Bandung, Indonesia, 2010
Sight and visual interaction between inside
and outside; Concern on outside and nature,
curiosity and being in the daily life-world
instead of being in the spiritual life-world
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Figure 5, Sainte Marie de La Tourette, chris.
lawrence, Corbusier - 1956- 1960
The experience of disconnecting from outside and daily life-world and being in the
other possibility of space
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In the spiritual possibility of space, it needs to be avoided
visual Idle-talk with various forms as beings in interaction
with light. The curiosity doesn’t let the mind to be ready
and be present and turn back from there to here if spiritual possibility. (Figure 6)
In figure 7 Visual silence which means lake of visual noises
to see what need to be appears can be a characteristic
of this space. Spiritual space needs silence and presence
instead of visual noises and Idle-talk and being there with
concerning on beings. It is clear that complex compositions or different points of attention and decoration of
forms in the space, can affect the main point of attention
in getting lose the attention which is the main point of
spiritual spaces. «To be able to keep silent, Dasein must
have something to say» 13 .. This is the unique absolute and
strong direct light which has already all its potentials for
spiritual life-world. Architect with avoiding visual idle talk
can make the main sores of light more visible and let it
manifest and appear itself as the unique point of attention. Beauty of forms and colors and trying to read any
different story lead the mind getting lose the point of attention and directionality. With curiosity Dasein have the
illusion of knowing and seeing everything and being everywhere while knows nothing and in nowhere between
multiple point of attentions.
13
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Figure 6, chapel of Notre Dame du Haut, ronchamps, 1954
Visual Idle-talk with unfamiliar and multiply forms, composition, colors and ornaments; Curiosity and falling in idle-talk
and every day or daily life-world

Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962, P.207
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There is other effective solution to get mind off from daily life-world and its visual noises and Idle-talks. Abstract
appearance of light can create a special character for the
space. Here instead of silence, harmonic music of light or
colors are collaborating to create an atmosphere of unnatural world which is far from familiar everyday life-world.
In this way, forms would be seem a unique body to avoid
dividing into the different point of attentions and getting
multiply attention points. So abstract forms under the rule
of unity can imply unnatural life-world. Additional visual element of strong point of attention with absolute light can
imply the presence of Being in this harmonic composition
of spiritual life-world. (Figure 8-9)

Figure 8, St. Joseph’s Church,
Le Havre, Le Havre, France,
1958
Unique point of attention with
disconnecting from outside

Figure7, Visual silence and unique point of
attention, the experience of being In and
possibility of turning back from everyday
life-world.

and without visual interaction
between inside and outside,
using filtered light and harmony of colors as a symphony
leading viewer to concern of
the main point of attention
with direct absolute light from
the top
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Figure 9, Bahá’í House of Worship, Bourgeois, Louis Jean;
Fuller, George A, Wilmette, Illinois,
ChicagoHarmony of ornaments
and symphony of the light with
the texture through filtered light
toward symbolic point of attention
(a word as a symbol instead of light
source as absolute Being)

4-4 Darkness, mood and selfhood in the spiritual space
To start talking about darkness, mood and anxiety are two
important concepts to be described. Moods are changeable Dasein always has some mood. There is also lack of
mood which is essentially different with bad mood. Daein
in the facing of the Being find a mood. Being manifest as
a burden. Dasein becomes satiated with itself. Darkness
can be considered as a possibility of getting deep in a silent space far from distraction of everydayness to have
the burdensome mood and disclose. This mood leads Da-
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sein to turn back from there of daily life-world to here and
selfhood. Dasein in his here again get aware about phenomena of trowness (which is totally different with falling
as has been explained), death, conscience, and guilt and
find the mood of anxiety. Anxiety as a mood and State-ofmind makes Dasein disclosed and ready to understanding.
«Furthermore, a mood of elation can alleviate the manifest burden of Being; that such a mood is possible also discloses the burdensome character of Dasein, even while it
alleviates the burden»14. Dasein in the darkness cares and
concerns on his existence. We can consider Dasein as its
concern which here, this concern is on Dasein itself15. This
phenomenon is selfhood which is one more step to get
close to the possibility of spiritual experience in the space.
On the other hand, as has been described in third chapter, usually to understand any phenomena the mind
uses the contrast. This rule is valid for understanding the
light in the space. Just in the darkness mind get ready
to the perception of reality of light. It has been already
mentioned that spiritual space needs silence and «to
be able to keep silent, must have something to say»16.
The silence of darkness lets the unique absolute and

14 Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962, P.207
15 Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962, P.207 16
Ibid , Heidegger, Martin, P.207
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strong light to be appeared. This extreme appearance
of light can represent Being in the spiritual life-world. In

guilt are anchored in the phenomenon of care. The totality of the structural whole has become even more richly

figure 10 the space is disconnected from daily life-world
with filtered and diffused light. As is recognizable, because of flat space and lacking the contrast and darkness,
there is no mood and light as Being cannot be point of
attention. There is a moodless space and here Dasein is
suspended in timeless and placelessness.

articulated; and because of this, the existential question
of the unity of this totality has become still more urgent18.
Dasein has the capacity of viewing itself in every case and
possibility. Every interpretation of self has already orientation toward understanding itself in the terms of the
world in which concern on. «Dasein has itself in view
ontically, it fails to see itself in relation to the kind of Being of that entity which it is itself and this holds especially for the basic state, of Dasein, Being-in-the-world» 19.
. As long as Dasein is fallen in others or everydayness trough
absorption concern on multiplicity of them, his being is not
authentically. When the concern turns toward Dasein itself
and his situation of being in the world, its existence become selfhood. With concerning on absolute light as representation of absolute Being in the space, Dasein’s Disclose
the Being and being appears itself in the moment of vision.

4-5 Care or concern on the Light as Being trough darkness and moment of vision
Dasein has been defined by his existence in the world
and its selfhood or falling or moods are the result of its
care and concern in different possibilities in life-worlds.
«Care does not need to be founded in a Self but existentiality, as constitutive for care, provides the ontological
constitution of Dasein’s Self-constancy, to which there
belongs, in accordance with the full structural content
of care, its Being-fallen factically into non-Self-constancy When fully conceived, the care-structure includes
the phenomenon of Selfhood This phenomenon is clarified by interpreting the meaning of care; and it is as
care that Dasein’s totality of Being has been defined»17.
. The existential phenomena of death, conscience, and
17 Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962, P370
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Consequently in any possibility in the space, concern and
solicitude can be considered as the possible basic kinds Being-In. In the spiritual space the contrast of darkness and
light let the light appears itself strongly. Moods also prepare Dasein for the moment of vision which Being appear
itself between darkness as Light.
This light wouldn’t be multiplied in details as has been explained before. Direct absolute Light in contrast of dark18 See: Ibid, Heidegger, Martin
19 Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York,
1962, P370
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ness can help to create spiritual life-world.

Figure 10, White Chapel, Osaka, 2006
The space is disconnected from daily lifeworld with filtered and diffused light
Diffused light without contrast and Lack
of darkness , as the result lake of mood in
the space, suspending in a timeless and
placelessness and ,moodless space
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There are Daseins and beings which all of them have common point of existence as Being and there is no doubt that
all main Abrahamic religions and philosophical approach
also have the same believe of unity and unique God which
we consider it as Being. Consequently, in the spiritual space
creating a unique point of attention with light is essentially
and necessary. Having different points of attention or have
not any special point lead the space to have the sense of
multiplicity and Neglect of Being. Transmission of direct
light in a unique point of attention in the composition of
space can represent the absoluteness of this point of attention. Symbols are one step fare from the main concept and
also different light appearance with using physical rules
such filtering, reflecting, shadow and others are not able
to be the way Being can be appear itself absolutely and
strongly as it is. As has been already explained in the second chapter, direct light with the full transmission can be
causes of glazing or even illumination with sharp shadows.
Nevertheless, direct light is extremely strong, expressive
and effective and can present the absoluteness in contrast
with the darkness. Indeed glazer light and sharp shadows
of direct light can create expressive and dramatic scene. It
can be cause of diffraction with controlling the scale of entrance of light. Shining point of light is the result of using
this physical rule to let the direct absolute light to be appearing more effective.
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He tries to describe spatiality differently, as a mode of existence of Dasein in the world. Regard to Heidegger, spati-

4-6 Dasein, spatiality and temporality in the spiritual lifeworld
Dasein in the world is essentially spatial with different
moods and life-worlds. Architecture can use all its potentials and in this case light as a fundamental element, to
create different life-worlds for different possibilities in human life. This part aims to discuss spatial aspects of Dasain
and life-worlds to bring to light more effective ways of using natural light to create spiritual space. At the end, this
part tries to prove importance of presenting absolute light
as Being in the spiritual space.

ality is a feature of Dasein and avoid conceiving space as
Role of natural light in spiritual spaces
independent entity. De severance (in German: Ent-fernung)
chapter IV
and Directionality (In German: Ausrichtung) are important features of Dasein21 . Subject as Dasein not absorb the
but spatial
he lives
and
space
is a constitutive
Dasein.
exist in space and the adverbial expressionspace
we exist
»20it
. He
tries
to describe
spatiality of
differently,
The word
In to
refers
to the fundamental
spatiality
as a mode of existence of Dasein in the world.
Regard
Heidegger,
spatiality is a concept
feature ofofDasein
and
of Dasein and his existence. Therefore space appears itself
avoid conceiving space as independent entity. De severance (in German: Ent-fernung) and Directionality
as a priori element of his existence.
(In German: Ausrichtung) are important features of Dasein21. Subject as Dasein not absorb the space but

he lives it and space is a constitutive of Dasein. The word In refers to the fundamental concept of
spatiality of Dasein and his existence. So space appears itself as a priori element of his existence.

4-6-1 Spatiality of Dasein

Human Being

In Heidegger’s philosophy human is Dasein and Being can
be discussed by analyzing Dasein’s being In and this In
regards to spatial aspect of Dasein. So his philosophy is an
ontological study of human existence and Being. Dasein
exists in the space and it has completely different meaning
with how things and objects are in the space. We are not
in space as things are, but we do exist in some spatially
salient manner. «What Heidegger is trying to capture is
the difference between the nominal expression we exist

Da-Sein=Dasein
Being here/there

Being In the World

Spatiality of Dasein

4-6-2 Directionality and temporality of Dasein in the spiritual space
4-5-2

Directionality and temporality of Dasein in the spiritual space

in space and the adverbial expression we exist spatial»20.

Dasein exists in the world temporally toward death. He is
always on this way and ahead of himself which has been
has been already characterized as outstanding phenomena and deeply was considered in an existential
already characterized as outstanding phenomena and
22
quality and manifest itself as Being-toward-the-end
We made it plain
the same time
thatand
in the
call
deeply was. «considered
in anatexistential
quality
mani23
22 » . This directionality is
of conscience care summons Dasein towards
ownas
most
potentiality-for-Being
festitsitself
Being-toward-the-end
. «We made it plain at
the
same time
that in the
of conscience
care summons
one of the main existential characteristic of
Dasein.
This concept
can call
be used
in the architectural
design

20 Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962, p.78

to care always about this aspect of space and
potentials.
21 its
See:
Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962, p.78

Dasein exists in the world temporally toward death. He is always on this way and ahead of himself which
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Dasein and temporality in the spiritual space; presence

The directionality toward the death and being always on the way of it represents the temporality of
Dasein in the world. As Dasein has the characteristic of concern and «the primordial unity of the
structure of care (concern) lies in temporality»24, to clarify the concept of temporality it’s necessary to
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Dasein towards its own most potentiality-for-Being»23.
. This directionality is one of the main existential characteristic of Dasein. This concept can be used in the architectural design to care always about this aspect of space
and its potentials.

4-6-3 Dasein and temporality in the spiritual space; presence
The directionality toward the death and being always on the way of it represents the temporality of Dasein in the world. As Dasein has the characteristic of concern and «the primordial unity of the
structure of care (concern) lies in temporality»24.
, to clarify the concept of temporality it’s necessary to explain it regard to Heidegger.
Heidegger clearly analyses temporality. He distinguishes distinctions between types of temporality and time
as the ordinary or vulgar conception of time. This is
time conceived a sextantness. World-time is the time as
handiness25. Dasein’s temporality is divided generally
into three types: Dasein’s inauthentic temporality, Dasein’s authentic temporality, and originally temporali22
23
24
25
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ty or temporality as such which is such a world-time26.
In accordance with Heidegger corresponding to the
inauthentic future (awaiting) which follows such a
world-time, there is a special way of Being-alongside of the things with which one concerns27
, «but in the mode of authentic temporality to the anticipation which goes with resoluteness, there belongs a Present in accordance with which a resolution discloses the
situation in resoluteness, the Present is not only brought
back from distraction with the objects of one’s closest concern, but it gets held in the future and in having been that
present which is held in authentic temporality and which
thus is authentic itself, we call the moment of vision» 28.
The moment of vision or authentic presence is not comparable with now in world-time [dem Jetzt]. «The now
is a temporal phenomenon which belongs to time as
within-time-ness: the now in which something arises, passes away, the moment of vision permits us to
encounter for the first time what can be in a time»29
. Understanding and awareness just can happen in the
path and is directional. In the authentic presence Dasein
get conscience and aware about his own and existence. In
this possibility the natural time definition is not exist anymore because the physical rules of material are not valid
26 See: Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962
27 Rapturous delight, an overpowering emotion or exaltation; a state of
sudden, intense feeling. (dictionary.reference.com/browse/ecstasies)
28 Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, New York, 1962, P.386-388
29 Ibid, Heidegger, Martin, P.386-388
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and after this possibility the path would break the natural
rule of time and change the horizontal direction into the
vertical as the other level of being with other time and
concern. It is still directionally on the way but in the other
direction, Dasein can come over of world-time and mood
and special concern on eternal and infinite Being in the
authentic presence time. One is what concern about it and
here Dasein connecting mentally on the absolute endless
being and feels eternal. Horizontal direction is in the path
toward natural rules on the world-time line which has
already feature of concern on things, beings, others and
nature on the eye level with distraction and closeness on
the Being. Being as a timeless fact has the vertical direction. The time of this direction seems authentic present
with the imagination of path between two points; Dasein
as viewer and point of attention with unique light as representation of Being.
The features temporality, de severance and directionality
are important in the architecture of spiritual space. With
creating a point of attention and concern with light in the
spiritual space and viewer, Dasein can find its vertical direction with a path between itself and the point of attention and with de severance push itself to get close to the
point. To explain vertical direction better, can refer to the
ordinary tradition of meditation and its rules. (Figure 11)
In figures 12-26 these concept are clarified.
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Figure 11, Verticality and relation between
source of energy and mind
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Figure 12, Assyafaah Mosque, Forum Architects / Tan Kok Hiang, Singapore,
2004

Figure 13, San Bernardo Chapel, Nicolás Campodonico, La Playosa, Córdoba, Argentina, 2015

Symbol as the unique point of attention in horizontal direction toward daily
life-world

Shadow of a symbolic phenomenon to be concerned in the space, existence of
shadow as the effect of light instead of light which is one step far from the presence of absolute light as absolute Being
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Figure 14, First Unitarian Church of Rochester, Louis Kahn, Rochester, NY, 1969
Disconnecting from outside but different points of attention and loos the sense
of unity in the space

Figure 15, Jubilee church Chiesa di Dio Padre Misericordioso, Richard Meier ,
Tor Tre Teste in Rome, 1996
Space without point of attention and contrast, confusion instead of focuses
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Figure 16, Beth Sholom Congregation, Frank Lloyd Wright,
Philadelphia, 1959
Diffused and filtered light with symbolic colored point of
attention, the point of attention itself has opposite direction
from top to bottom which leads attention to earthly phenomena of daily life and Idle talk instead of absoluteness of
Being trough light, Neglect of Being
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Figure 14, First Unitarian Church of Rochester, Louis Kahn, Rochester, NY, 1969
Disconnecting from outside but different points of attention and loos the sense
of unity in the space
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Figure 17, Cathedral of Brasília, Oscar Niemeyer, Brasília, Brazil, 1970

Figure 18, Catedral de Cartón de Shigeru Ban, New Zealand, 2013

Filtered light and lack of contrast, points of attention instead of point of attention in which are symbolic sculptures, Neglect of absolute Being

Horizontal direction and rhythm toward wall symbolic point of attention without any source
of light as Being
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Figure 20, MIT Chapel, Eero Saarinen, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1955

Figure 19, Church of San Giovanni Battista, Mogno, Swiss,
1996
Movement with rhythm toward loosing direction and attention, Confusion and Neglect of Being
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Darkness and light, unique point of attention on the silence
present of being out of everyday life-world and vertical directionality toward the source of absolute light, additional effect
of the reflection trough hanged metals to make visible the
path and vertical directionality in the space.
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Figure 22, Capilla del Retiro, Undurraga Devés Arquitectos, Santuario de Auco, Chile, 2009

Figure 21, Kapelle der Versöhnung or
Chapel of Reconciliation, Bernauer
Straße, Berlin, 1894
Movement in the curve and horizontal
direction, path and getting ready for the
main space, vertical direction of unique
source of absolute light toward concerning on Being
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Getting deep and eye level source of light with unusual vision of stones such grave and dark roof with
the darkness of half top of the space without any
natural light: Turning back from everyday life-world
with the mood of anxiety but without any disclosedness and vertical direction of light
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Figure 23, Water temple, Tadao Ando, Awaji, Hyōgo, Japan, 1991
Directionality: getting deep toward a space without something special to say and with visual Idle talk (symbols
and decorative traditions instead absoluteness of Being),
Again disconnecting from daily life-world but without connecting to and strong light source and verticality to pull
out from anxiety
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Figure 24, St. Joseph’s Church, Le Havre, Auguste
Perret, Le Havre, France, 1958
Authentic spiritual spaces, harmonic space and
unique point of attention, vertical directionality
and presence as the time of space
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Figure 25, Brother Klaus Field Chapel, Peter Zumthor,
Mechernich, Wachendorf, 2007
Different Kinds of Silence, vertical directionality, authentic
present, disconnecting from daily life-world and visual
Ideal talk, being In the possibility of spiritual life-world,
mood of anxiety because of darkness and shape of space
and selfhood, disclosedness and moment of vision
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4-7
Dasein as Lichtung and light in the spiritual life-world
Obviously discourse is belongs to the essential state of Dasein’s Being, and has a share in establishing Dasein’s disclosedness 30.
With all conditions and elements in the spiritual space,
Dasein would be ready for the possibility of spiritual experience. Dasein discloses for the moment of vision in the
possibility of spiritual space, when Being appear itself.
We can say that this moment is the moment of Dasein as
Lichtung. Lichtung means a clearing «since its root is the
German word for light»31 , it is sometimes also translated
as lighting, For Heidegger it refers to the necessity of a clearing in which anything at all can appear, the clearing in
which some thing or idea can show itself, or be unconcealed 32.

30
31
32
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Figure 26, Pozzo di San Patrizio, Antonio da Sangallo il Giovane, Orvieto, Italy,
1537
Getting deep in the vertical direction and
disconnecting from daily life-world.
Dark ceilings because of direct light and
upper walls that and dramatic atmosphere; authentic present in verticality of the
space disconnected from outside and
daily life-world and visual Ideal talk, The
experience of being In with darkness and
mood of anxiety. disclosedness and getting ready, contrast and appearance of
absolute light in contrast with the darkness, grazing and as the result the experience of moment of vision, Lichtung
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